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ABSIRAC I 
The dissertation deals with the unique properties of the nuclear muUipole radiation in 
single crystals and the specific example being the Mj-multipole radiation of Eu' ^ ' It is shown 
that the individual nuclear transitions can be utilised for the evaluation of nuclear hyperfine 
field parameters. Since these interactions admix the nuclear sub-levels, the polarization 
distribution of the Mossbauer radiation could be an eflFective tool for probing the microscopic 
field With this aim and using the multipole theory, it is shown that the angular distribution as 
well as the polarization measurements of the y-rays in Mossbauer resonance are extremely 
sensitive to "orientation parameters". We have applied D-matrix formalism to transform 
coherency matrix. Intensity, degree of polarization and hence angular distribution and 
polarization function fi"om the principal axis to the crystal fixed axis systems 
^^€i^Siten. - ^ 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 1957, R.L Mbssbauer was comparing the scattering of the 129 KeV gamma ray of 
Ir'^' by Ir and Pt and found an increase of scattering cross section in Ir at low temperatures. 
To understand this seemingly simple idea the Mossbauer's analysis of the emission and scattering 
of gamma rays by atoms bound in solids indicated that the three diflFerent cases should be 
distinguished as 
1. If the free-atom recoil energy is large compared to the binding energy of the atom in 
solid the atom will be dislodged from its lattice site resulting in no resonance scattering. 
2 If the free-atom recoil energy is larger than the characteristic energy of the lattice 
vibrations (i.e. the phonon energy) but less than the displacement energy, the atom will 
remain at its lattice site and will dissipate its.recoil energy by heating the crystal. 
3. If the recoil energy is less than the typical phonon energy, a new effect arises because 
the lattice is a quantized system which cannot be excited in an arbitrary fashion. This 
effect is responsible for the unexpected increase in the scattering of gamma rays at low 
temperature first observed by Mossbauer 
1.1 RESONANCE SCATTERING 
Let us consider a radiating atom of mass M moving with a velocity V. To conserve the 
linear momentum, the nucleus must recoil in the direction opposite to that of the emitted 
photon. The recoil velocity (v) and nuclear recoil energy (E^) may easily be calculated as 
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V = -E/Mc 1-1 
1 
and E = —MV2 1-2 
2 
E^  
or E, 
" 2Mc2 
where c is the velocity of light and E is the energy of emitted gamma ray. It is clear that the 
recoil velocity V is independent of the initial velocity of the atom and depends only on the 
transition energy E. 
Since the same recoil energy is involved in the absorption of the photon also the total 
energy loss in the 'emission absorption process' is 2Ej^ . The magnitude of E^ in nuclear transition 
is always large compared to its natural line widths, thus rendering this resonance' absorption 
emission process' impossible Mossbauer's greatest contribution has been that he could obtain 
recoilless emission and absorption of gamma rays, thus restoring resonance condition leading 
to very sharp resonance lines 
1.2 THE RECOIL FREE FRACTION 
Due to thermal behaviour of the crystal in which the radiating nucleus in im.beded, 
there is a mixture of recoil transitions and the recoil free fraction may be written as 
f = Recoil free Transitions' /Total number of 'Transition'... 1-3 
For a radiating nucleus bound in solid it is necessary to take into account the interaction 
between the atoms forming the crystal. Therefore, there is a finite probability of sharing the 
recoil energy among the atoms of the Crystal 
The eflfect of lattice coupling can be represented by means of a dynamical effective 
mass Mgg.for the recoilling system which leads to 
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2M^c2 
en 
and if M^g.is large enough, we may have E ^ « T (line width). 
If, as a consequence of the recoil of the nucleus, phonons are created in the lattice with 
frequencies up to to., the energy available for the emitted gamma ray will be 
hv = E - I ti(o 1-5 
1 
Again if I ft ©^  is larger enough compared with F, the gamma ray cannot be resonantly 
i 
absorbed. If no energy is lost by phonon creation, all the available energy is emitted in the 
form of the gamma ray. 
The vector potential of an electromagnetic wave emitted by a classical oscillator of 
constant frequency is 
A ,^^  = A^e*^' with|Ao| '=l 1-6 
If © is a function of time, then 
Suppose the oscillator moves in the X-direction with velocity V(t) small compared with c, the 
Doppler Shift of the frequency of the electromagnetic wave is then 
(o^ ,, = ©(l+V(f) /c) 1-8 
Substituting in eq. (1-7) and after integration 
A = Aoe'"o'. e'"o '^ ''Vc = A_,e-"o'. e-'^ o'/X 1-9 
If the oscillator is in harmonic motion with frequency © and amplitude x we have 
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A, = Ao e 'V . e'^ '"'^ '""'> 1-10 
expanding the exponentials in a Bessel-function series 
+00 
e^ ^ Sine= I j.(y)e*"® 1-11 
n=-oo 
We find 
+00 
A,„ = A I J (x/X)e'^"°*"")' 1-12 
(t) o • ^ o ^ 
n = -Qo 
Eq. (1-12) describes an electromagnetic wave which is formed by superposition of partial 
waves of fi'equencies co^ , ©^  + H etc., with intensity as 
f=!A =oP = JMx/X) 1-13 
If instead of a single frequency of the oscillator, which corresponds to the Einstein 
Model of solid, we use a continuum of oscillator frequencies according to the Debye Model, 
we find 
3N 
f = n j ^ ( x fX) 1-14 
m=l 
Where x^ are the amplitudes of the oscillators. Since the arguments of the Bessel function in 
eq. (1-8) are small, it is possible to wirte 
1 
Jo(V^)=l - -i^J^f+ 1-15 
4 
which after substitution into Ln fin eq. (1-14) gives 
1 
l n f s - 2 I —(x VX^ ) 1-16 
^ in ' 
4 
Introducing the mean square deviation of the vibrating nucleus from its equilibrium position 
as <x^> = 1/2 Ix ^ the recoilless fraction becomes 
f^^-<x2>/X2 j_ j^ 
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In order to express T in terms of the usual experimental variables we shall calculate the 
expression of the mean square deviation <r^> using the Debye model of a solid The avCTage 
energy associated with each of the 3N oscillators is 
(n.+ l/2)-B©. 1-18 
Where, 
nj = (exp(Ba)ykT)-l)' 1-19 
Expression (1-18) can be wirtten in terms of the mean displacement of the J* oscillator as 
N M Wj^  < r> = (n. + 1 /2) 1i CO 1-20 
and thus the average displacement is 
•h -h 
<r^>= — I — ( a + 1 / 2 ) 1-21 
NM j o. 
Using eq. (1-19) and the density of vibrational states of the Debye model we find 
9ii ©^ 1 1 
<r'> = J [— + ]codco 1-22 
M (o^^ 2 exp(1ko/kT)-l 
Defining the Debye temperature 8^ as h co^^ k Q^ and changing the variable we obtain 
6 
<r'> = (9feV4Mkep) [1 + ( 4 r / ^ J "^ u^ du/(e''-1)] 1 -23 
For T « 6 D the integral can be extended to +00 aixi we have finally 
<r^ > = (91iV4 M k Q^) [1 + 2n^V/3 9 y 1-24 
Since <x^> = 1/3 <r^>, l/X" - (E/ficf and E^ = EVlMc^ 
We find by substituting in equ. (1.17) that 
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f = exp [-(E^/ke„) (3/2 + %'V/e^')] 1-25 
The following conclusions can be derived from eq (1-25): 
a The recoilless fraction increases as the temperature goes down, this what 
Mossbauer observed with ' ' ' Ir. 
b. The higher the Debye temperature 0^ of the solid the larger is the Mossbauer 
recoilless fraction. 
c. The Mossbauer effect is limited to relatively low energy gamma-radiation emission 
since eq. (1-25) decreases rapidly with the transition gamma ray energy. The 
effect has been observed up to the 155 KeV gamma-radiation. 
The expression (1-25) is only valid for a monoatomic lattice of identical atoms. Two 
frequent situations occur: The emitting nucleus is an impurity in a host lattice and in solids 
besides the acoustic modes of vibration one can also excite optical modes. Both these cases 
cannot be described by eq. (1-25) and a detailed knowledge of the from of the frequency 
distribution must be available in order to derive the appropriate relations for the recoilles 
fraction 'f 
In deriving the expression for f-factor it is presumed that crystal is a microscopic 
dimension so that low frequency limit of the non-modes could be extended down to Zero 
This assumption is not valid in the case of the microcrystal where size limitation determines 
the low frequency cut off and thus effecting the results derived in eq. (1-25) 
1.3 LINE SHAPE OF THE SOURCE AND ABSORBER 
The ganmia ray absorption cross section for the nucleus going from ground to the 
excited state is given by 3 
Chapter -1 7 
\XH\+2\)/{\+21)\ .1 / (1+a) 
a = — 1.26 
o 
27C 
Where le and Ig are the spins of excited and ground states of the decaying nucleus respectively 
and a is the internal conversion coeflRcient of the excited state. For Fe'^ the resonance cross 
section comes out to be 2 2 x 10'" cm^ which is 200 times greater than that of photoelectric 
absorption and Rayleigh scattering'' cross section at that energy. As a result, the resonant 
absorption is detectable even when the resonant isotope is a minor constituent of the abosrbing 
solid 
The energy dependence of the absorption cross section is given by the Breit-Wigner 
formula 
where E^ is the nuclear transition energy and Fa is the width of the resonance at half maximum 
absortion. The Lorentzian line shape defined by this expression applies both to the emitted 
radiation and to the absorption cross section. The experimentally observed line shapes are a 
result of folding the source and absorber line shapes and the resuh is 
«Je^(E)-^„[l +4{(E-E^(r+r^) )^] - ' 1-27 
Thus the line widths of the source and the absorber are additive. If the natural line widths are 
realized in both, the observed Mossbauer resonance line width is just twice the natural line 
width of the excited state. 
The cross section of eq. (1-26) is the total cross section at the resonance absorption. 
The effective cross section in the Mossbauer experiment is further reduced by the product of 
recoil-fi'ee fi"actions applicable to the emission as well as absorption processes separately .^ 
Chapter-I » 
1.4 THICKNESS EFFECT 
Mossbauer spectrum can be obtained either using the scattering geometry'* or a 
transmission one .^ In either of the cases it is essential to see how a line ^ lape gets affected due 
to thickness of the absorber Further, the transmission line shape get modified due to thickness 
of the source itself since the accuracy of hyperfine field measurements depend upon line 
width of the Mossbauer transition. It is imperative to have the information that how it gets 
affected due to thickness of the source and the absorber These problems are well studied and 
well documented in the literature. 
1.5 IMPORTANCE OF MOSSBAUER EFFECT 
Mossbauer eflFect has become an important experimental tool for the investigation of 
hyperfine interactions in solids in a short time soon after its discovery in 1958 .^ Mossbauer 
spectroscopy has number of advantages over other methods because it is more selective and 
it singles out a specific isotope such as Fe^ ^ etc Properties of the surrounding environment 
can be studied, although indirectly, via hyperfine interactions^ Mossbauer spectroscopy can 
be used as an analytical tool to determine the total amount of a given isotope, to check the 
inhomogeneity of the sample or to identify the various components it may contain'". The line 
width for Fe" is 4.5 x 10^ eV and the quality factor Q =AE/Ey = 4.5 x 10^/14.4 x 10 ^  gives 
a high sensitivity of about 3 parts in 10' ^ . A few other isotopes known for their higher selectivity 
are Ta'*' (QwlO") and Zn" (Q«2 x 10") but they are too difficult to perform experiments 
with". Thus, the Mossbauer resonance furnishes important informations about the very small 
perturbations. 
The limitations of the method are obvious, too. The number of useful isotopes is relatively 
Chapter-I 9 
small In biological studies, in particular, the only nuclei of immediate significance are Fe'^  
and its radio active parent Co" and the two iodine isotopes 1'" and I'" Other limitations are 
the fixed energy resolution determined by the nuclear life time and the fact that only the 
immediate environment of the Mossbauer isotopes can be studied A further serious restriction 
is that the system must be in the solid from 
a^^nM&i'^^ 
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2.1 HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS IN THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT 
In the Mbssbauer effect, the line width of the nuclear transition is small and the resonant 
absorption is extremely sensitive to energy variation of the gamma radiation. Therefore the 
minute interactions between the nucleus and the orbital electrons which are not observed 
generally by other methods can easily be observed in the Mossbauer eflFect It is thus the 
influence of the electronic environment on the nuclear gamma transition both in emission and 
absorption determines the hyperfine structure of the Mbssbauer radiation. 
The principal interactions in the M*6ssbauer effect are 
1. Nuclear Isomer-Shifl 
2. Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction 
3. Nuclear Magnetic Hyperfine Interaction 
4 Static and Dynamical Aspects of Lattice structure 
2.2 ISOMER-SHIFT 
The nuclear electric charge is extended in space and is surrounded by the orbital electronic 
cloud. We know that the s-electrons are nearest to the nucleus Therefore, the electrostatic 
interaction is different for point charges and extended charge distributions. A change in the 
s-electron density will result in an altered coulombic interaction that produces a shift of the 
nuclear energy levels. This effect could be called the 'electric monopole interaction'. The 
effect depends on the difference in the nuclear radii of the ground (gd)and isomeric 
Chapter-n 11 
excited, , states and is known as the 'Isomer-Shift' 
(ex) 
The isomer shift in the nuclear level may be calculated by making some reasonable 
assumptions 
a The derivation is non-relativistic 
b The electron charge density (p ) over the nucleus is constant and thus only the 
s-electrons contribute to the interaction. 
c A perturbation treatment is used and it is assumed that the size of the nucleus 
does not affect the electron wave functions. 
Under these assumptions we can write the electrostatic potential (Vj^ ) for the point 
nucleus as 
V ,^(r) = Ze/r 2.-1 
and for the finite size 
V(r) =(Zr/R)[3/2-(rV2R^)]forr<R 2-2 
= Ze/r f o r r > R 2-3 
The energy difference 5E between finite size and point nucleus is given by 
6E = /J p/V - VJ Am' dr 
6E = {4npZe/K) I [ (3/2) - (rV2R^) - R/r)] r' dr.. 2-4 
= - 27iZe P^R2/5 = (iTiZeVS) |T(o) 1^  R^ 2-5 
where P^  = - e |4^(o)p with |^(o)p representing the total electron density at the nucleus 
The expression (2-5) relates the electrostatic energy of the nucleus to its redius, which 
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will in general be diflFerent for each nuclear state The energy of the gamma ray represents the 
diflferent electrostatic energy of the nucleus in two different states of excitation, differing only 
in nuclear radius. The effect of the electric monopole interaction is to shift nuclear levels with 
out lifting the spin degeneracy. The shifts are very small compared to the total energy of the 
gamma ray and generally of the order 10"'^  E . 
The expression for the change in the energy of the gamma ray due to the nuclear 
electrostatic interaction is therefore, the difference of two terms like eq (2-5) written for the 
nucleus in the ground and excited states i.e. 
5E^ ^ -8E^, = (27tZeV5) |T(o)P (R\^ - R ^ 2.6 
6E = (27iZe^ /5) |^(o)P R^  (Relative to point nucleus) 
If E^  and E^  are the energy difference for source and absorber respectively then 
E^  = E„ +6E^  = E„ + (2rtZeV5) |^^(o)|^ [R\^ - R\J 2-7 
E^ = E^  +8E^ = E + (27tZeV5) |T.(o)P [R^^  - R y 2-8 
The isomer shift (I.S.) = E - E 
I.S. = i2nZe/5) {\^/o)P-|T^(o)n [R\, - R y 2-9 
or =(4nZey5)R\6R/R) (|»F^(o)P-|»F/o)P} 2.10 
nuclear atomic 
where R -R_, = 8R 
ex gd 
and K\^ - R^ ^ = (R, - R^) (R., + R^)« 6R(2R) 
The eq. (2-10) consists of two factors: one is that of nuclear radius effect and the 
second being the electronic charge density at the nucleus which is basically an atomic or 
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chemical parameter since it is aifected by the valence state of the atom. Therefore, to observe 
the Isomer-Shift we must have that 
i) The mean square radius of the nuclear ground state must be different from that 
of the nuclear excited state. 
ii) The chemical make up in the source and absorber must be different For example 
two different valence states may be used that the electron density at the nucleus 
is different in source and absorber. 
2.3 QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION 
In the case of Isomer shift the effect of the electrostatic interaction between nuclear and 
electronic charges was derived by assuming the nucleus to be spherical and the charge density 
.to be uniform. If these conditions are relaxed, other effects appear which are in fact higher 
order terms in the multipole expansion of the electrostatic interaction. These terms do not 
shift the nuclear levels, they split them, i.e., they lift all or part of their (21 + 1) fold degeneracy 
(where I is the nuclear spin quantum number). 
The second nonj-anishing term of the electrostatic interaction of a nucleus with its 
surrounding electronic charge is the quadrupole coupling. This is the result of the interaction 
of the nuclear quadrupole moment with the gradient of the electric field due to other charges 
in the crystal etc. The nuclear quadrupole moment reflects the deviation of the necleus from 
spherical symmtry. An oblate (flattened) nucleus has a negative quadrupole moment while a 
prolate (elongated) one has a positive moment. Nuclei whose spin is zero or 1/2 are shperically 
symmetric and have a zero quadrupole moment Thus the ground state of Fe" with 1=1/2 
cannot exhibit nuclear quadrupole splitting 
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2.4 QUADRUPOLEHAMILTONIAN 
The coupling between the electronic potential at the nucleus and the nuclear chaise 
gives rise to an energy term E, that can be expressed as 
E = fp„(r)V(r)dx 2.11 
where p^(r) is the nuclear-charge density and V(r) = V(x,y,z) is due to external charges. 
The potential V(r) can be expanded in a Tylor's series 
V(r) = V(o) + I„ x„ iSV/dxJ +1/2 1 ^ x„ Xp(8 /^5x„8xp) 2.12 
where x^(a = 1, 2, 3) stands for x, y or z respectively. 
The series about the origin in given by 
V(r) = V(o) + I„ x„ |5V/5xJ ^ 
+ l/2!I^pX„Xp|6^V/6x„6xp|^^^+ 2.13 
defining V^ = |5V/5xp| ^ 2.14 
'ap-|"^'""a""plr=0 and V^ = |6V6x„8x, 
We have 
E = V,„ Ip, dx + I V J x^  p, dx + 1/2! I^ ^V p^ j x„Xp p„ dx 2.15 
Choosing the origin at the mass-centre of the nucleus, we have for the first term the 
dectrostatic energy of the nucleus taken as a point charge The second term involves the 
electrical dipole moment of the nucleus It vanishises, since the centre of mass and that of 
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electric coincide that they do coincide can be proved if the nuclear states possess a definite 
perity, because the integer and Jx p^ dx is an odd function and integration over an odd 
function is zero 
The third term is the so called the electrical quadrupole terra. We note at this point that 
one can always find principal axis of the potential V such that 
V p^ = 0 i f a ; t p 2.16 
Moreover, V must satisfy LaPlace's equation 
i.e., V2V = 0 2.17 
If one has a nucleus at a site of Cubic Symmetry 
V^ = Vyy = V^ (cubic symmetry) 2.18 
which combined with eq. (2-17) makes three derivatives zero. The quadrupole coupling then 
vanishes. 
Hence, in non-cubic environment the energy E, quadrupole energy, is given by 
E'^^=l/2Z^_pV^Jx^XpdT 2.19 
= l / 6 I ^ p [ V ^ Q ^ + V ^ 5 ^ J r ^ p „ d T ] 2.20 
Where 
Qa3 = - f [3x„^p-5^rn p„dT 2.21 
so / > ' „ ^ P „ d ^ = l / 3 [ Q ^ + j6^r^p„dT] 2.22 
since V satisfies LaPlace's-equation the second term on the right of eq. (2-20) vanishes also 
giving us 
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E"' = 1/6 I ^ V^ Q ^ 2.23 
To obtain a quantum mechanical expression for the quadrupole coupling, we simply 
replace the classical p by its quantum mechanical operator p^^ (op) given by 
p„(op)(r) = I ,q^6(r-r^) 2,24 
where the sum runs over the nuclear particles 1,2, k . N of charge qj.. Since the neutrons 
have zero charge and the protons a charge (e) we can simply sum over the protons as 
p„ ' °p ' ( r ) -e I 5 ( r - r^ ) 2.25 
protons 
By putting eq (2-25) into the classical expression for Q we obtain the quadrupole operator 
Qap '" '=l (3x„Xp-5^pr^)p/- ) ( r )dT 
= e I j(3x„Xp-5„pr^)5(r^-r)dT 
prtoton 
= e Z ( 3 x ^ n X p , - 5 ^ r V 2.26 
Protons 
we have then a quadrupole term for the Hamiltonian H given by 
H = 1/6 I V O <°P> 2 27 
The matrix elements of Q^ (op) can be obtained in the following form 
(IniTi IQ p^"^ )' Im'Ti) = C[Imril3/2 (I„ Ip + Ip I^)-5^ P| Im'ri] 2.28 
where C is a constant which is different for each of quantum number I & r| 
To solve the eq. (2-28) by Wigner-Eckart theorem, i.e., the matrix elements of an 
irreducible tensor operator is equal to the product of a constant C, depending upon J and m 
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and the matrix elements of another operator independent of m 
proton 
Q<^<°^ ' = e I [ 3 x ^ x p , - 6 ^ r y 2.29 
k 
By recalling that I , I and I are the operators of the total angular momentum of the nucleus 
I = 1 U + S^ etc., for I and I 2.30 
X xk xk ' y z 
where 1^ and S^ ^^  are the orbital and spin angular momentum of the k* nucleon and by 
recalling that 
[]^,yj = iZ,, [ S ^ , Y J = 0 etc., 2,31 
we see that ['xk'YJ ='^^i^ 2.32 
Thus we may apply the general form of Wigner-Eckart theorem to show that 
proton 
(Imri |e Z (3 x^ x^, - 5 ^ T\)\ Im'x)) 
k 
= (Imri |3/2 (I„ I^  +1^ IJ - 5 ^ P| Im'ri)C 2.33 
where m and m' are magnetic quantum numbers, a is another quantum number to specify the 
state of the nucleus. We can express C in terms of the matrix elements for which m = m' = I, 
a = P = z as follows 
proton 
[DTile I (3 z\ -r\)\ n^] = C [U^\3 \\ -T'\ HT]] = C I [21 - ]] 2.34 
k 
We shall now define 
proton 
eQ = (nTi|e I (3 Z \ - r^,)! nri) 2.35 
k 
Q is called the quadrupole moment of the nucleus 
We have, coupling eqs. (2-34) and (2-25) 
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C = eQ/I (21-1) 2.36 
The fact we are concerned with matrix elements internal to one set of quantum mimber 
I, r| enables us to use eqs. (2-34) and (2-36) to replace Q^ p^ "'* in the Hamihonian All matrix 
elements diagonal in I and r] are just what we should calculate by adding an effective 
quadrupoler contribution H^ to the Hamihonian. 
61(21-1) a,p 
The effective quadrupole interaction of equation (2-37) appUes for an arbitrary orientation of 
the rectangular co-ordinates a = x, y, z 
The tensor coupling to the symmetric (in x, y, z) tansor V^ can be simplified by choice 
of a set of principla axes relative to which V „ = O for a t^ p. In terms of these axes, we have 
HQ = [e Q/6I(2I -1)] [V J 3 P^ -P) + V^(3 \\ -P) + V^ (3 \\ -P)] 2.38 
This expression can be rewrite, using Laplace's equation I V ^ = O, to give 
HQ = [e Q/4I(2I -1)] [WJ3 I\-V) + (V^ -V^) (P^ - P ^ 2-39 
Eq.(2-39) shows that only two parameters are needed to characterise the derivatives of the 
potential, V^ and V^ - V . It is customary to define two symbols, TI and q, called the asymmetric 
parameter and the electric field gradient by the equations, 
eq = V 
^ zz 
Ti = (V - V )A' with V > V and -l,<ri<0 2.40 
' ^ x\ yy' zz zz xn ' ' 
HQ = [ e ^ q/4I(2I -1)] [3P^ - P + T]/2 (l\ +P_)] 2.41 
For odd spins energy levels remain doubly degenerate becasue ± m does not effect the energy 
equation. Now for r| = o, the eigenstates of eq. (2-41) are states with I = + m. 
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The contributions to the field gradient at the nucleus come from three sources: 
1 Electrons belonging to the atom: In transition metal ions the inner d-or f-electrons 
are not completely filled and cause electric field gradient at the nucleus. 
2 Polarization of inner shells of the atoms: The electrons of the filled inner shalls 
have spherical symmetry and normally have no contribution to the field gradient. 
However, both external charges outside the atom and its own un paired electrons can 
polarize these irmer shalls leading to the induction of the field gradient at the nucleus. 
3 Charges external to the atom: The ionic charges ofthe lattice produce a field gradient 
at the Mossbauer nuclear site. 
The relative importance of these factors depends on the type of solid considered. For 
instance the lattice contribution wall be dominant in ionic crystals of non-transition elements, 
whereas in traisition elements the electrons in the unfilled shells will give the largest contribution. 
In molecular solids the asymmetric Ti-electrons or the presence of % bounding will give the 
main contribution to the electric field gradient. 
2.5 MAGNETIC HYPERFINE INTERACTION" 
The most familiar part of the hyperfine structure wihtout doubt is the magnetic part 
arising fi^om the interaction ofthe nuclear magnetic dipole moment \L^ with the magnetic 
field 'H' due to the atom's own electrons. TheHamiltonian for the magnetic interaction in 
H . = - h . H = -8^^ . IH 2.43 
and the energy levels are 
E^ = - H H m , / I = -g^i^Hm, 2.44 
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with m, = I, I - 1 , . .,-1 and |ij^  is the nuclear magneton and g the gyroniagnetic ratio. According 
to eq. (2-44) there are (21 + 1) equally spaced energy levels. The splitting between adjacent 
levels is just gi^,^ and the splitting between the lowest and the highest level is 2gjij^ I 
In general, a gamma transition between the ground and exceted states of spin Ij and l^ 
must conserve the Z-component of angular momentum i.e., the angular momentum, L carried 
off by the gamma ray must satisfy 
[I, -1J [< L < I, + g with L ^  O 
A transition with L=l is called a dipole transition if it is accompanied by a change in parity 
then it is an electric dipole Ej transition and otherwise it is a magnetic dipole Mj transition. 
The effective paramagnetic field acting on the nucleus arising fi-om the atom's own electrons 
is usually called the internal field. The main contributions to internal fields are 
(i) The Fermi contact interaction: Direct between the nucleus and unpaired 
s-electron denisty is 
Hs = -(167rp/3) < S(t^/(o) -i^'\{o)> 2.45 
where t4^^(o) and i4^^(o) are the s-electron spin densities at the nucleus with spin up and 
spin down respectively and Pe is the electron Bohr magnetion Differences in spin-up and 
spin-down charge densities appear even in filled s-shells of the atoms containing partially 
filled magnetic 3d-shell 
There are a number of other mechanisms which give rise to magnetic fields at the 
nucleus. 
(ii) The orbital magnetic moment gives rise to afield 
Hj^  = - 2 p < l/r^ > <L> - - 2 p <l/r^> <g -2> <S> 2.46 
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where < L > is angular momentum 
(iii) External field: This term is used for the fidd resulting directly from the application 
of an external field Ho, taking into account the Lorentz and demagnetizing fields 
Hi = Ho + 4/3 7cM-DM 
(iv) Dipolar interaction with the electron spins give rise to 
Hp = -2p^ <3r (s.r)/r' - s/r^ > 2.47 
The relative contribution of these terms depends on the electron configuration in the 
atom, the most important contribution being that of the Fermi contact term. It is important to 
observe that unpaired spin densities appear even in filled s-shells of transition ions. This is due 
to the fact that the exchange interaction between the spin-up polarized d-shell and a spin-up 
s-electron is attractive while that between the d-shell and a spin down s-electron is repulsive. 
As a consequence the radial parts of the two s-electron wave fianctions are distorted, one 
being pushed closer to the nucleus and the other being pulled fiarther out. 
The hyperfine structure of the Mossbauer spectra depends essentially on the character 
of the magnetic state of the sample: paramagnetic, ferromagnetic or antifarromagnetic. For 
paramagnetic samples it is important to consider the time elapased between two sucessive 
flips of the electron spin These flips can be due to electronic relaxation, if the frequency of 
the flip is much larger than the Larmer frequency related to the nuclear spin due to the 
intemalfield there is no hyperfine structure as the value of the internal field seen by the 
nucleus avarages out to zero over the time of the Larmer procession on the other hand, if the 
electron-flip frequency is comparable to or smaller that the frequency of the nuclear spin, the 
spectrum will show a magnetic hyperifine pattern With ferro, ferri-, and antiferro magnetic 
materials, the electron spin-spin coupling is much higher than the nuclear Zeeman coupling, 
as a consequence the nuclear spin interacts with the average value of the internal field and the 
Mossbauer spectra represent the typical magnetic hyperfine structures. 
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2.6 STATIC AND DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF LATTICE STRUCTURE 
The lattice effects are contained in the recoilless factor as the temperature depending 
measurements of the resonances cross section determines, the mean square vibrational applitude 
of the Mossbauer nucleus in the solid under investigation In recent years several experimental 
and theroretical investigations have established that the phonon relaxations under the defusing 
motions of atomic mass point are readily measure-able with the help of Mossbauer technique. 
Similarly, the microcrystal effect have been of intense study using the iron and tin Mossbauer 
isotopes. However, in all these investigations of the microcrystal no effect of the recoil energy 
loss when the crystal size is very small, is taken in to account The recoil energy losses in 
microcrystal of measureable dimensions are as large as the line width. Therefore, the effects 
arising from the recoil energy losses should also be taken into account in the determinations 
of the line shifts. Such an attempt is given in chapter-IV. 
C^tiiMen,'^^^ 
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INSTRUMENTATION 
The Mossbauer experiment can be performed either in transmission geometry or in 
scattering geometry ^^ ' ''• '^. However, transmission geometry is usually preferred. In both 
methods i'^ -1 -^ '^ the gamma-ray photons either transmitted through the absorber or scattered 
by the scatterer are counted as function of the relative velocity between the source and the 
absorber or the scattere as the case may be The Mossbauer instrumentation involves: 
(i) Source (ii) Absorber (iii) Modulation technique (iv) detectors and (v) The Counting 
technique. 
3.1 SOURCES 
The source is generally a long lived parent radioactive isotope embedded into a cubic 
solid. Progress has recently been made in the production and preparation of sources along 
two lines Instead of using long lived separated radio-isotopes theMossbauer level could now 
be populated by a gamma cascade following neutron captuer and also by Coulomb excitation 
of the ground state of the nucleus. 
3.2 DETECTORS 
There are three types of detectors used generally in Mossbauer spectroscopy ^°' ^ :^ The 
proportional counter, the scintilation counter and the solid state detector ^^  The proportional 
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counter is generally used for the energy region from 1 to 20 KeV, and this type of counter is 
used extensively for Fe'^ Mossbauer spectroscopy The counter consists of an outer cylinder 
at ground potential, and a central wire with appropriate gas mixtures A gamma ray entering 
the counter ionizes the gas and further ion paires are formed by collision with the gas atoms 
and the anode out put pulse will be proportional to the gamma ray energy For higher gamma 
ray energies the scintillation counter is use The solid state detector has extramely good eneigy 
resolution (600 eV at 14.4 Kev) but it must be cooled down to about 120TC. 
3.3 VELOCITY DRIVE SYSTEMS 
Two kinds of drive systems are used in the Mossbauer spectroscopy ^^ -^ -^ ^ Constant 
velocity drive and constant acceleration drive All these drives are either mechanical or electro-
mechanical in their operation 
In constant-velocisty systems, the source (Or the absorbr) moves with constant velocity 
during a given time and the number of counts is recorded The operation is repeated untill the 
necessary statistical accuracy is reached. Although the constant-velocity spectrometers are of 
simple construction and quite reliable, they are usually used together with single-channel 
analysers. This means that rather long times are necessary for obtaining the whole spectrum 
and usually the electronic system drifts during these long time intervals required for acquiring 
the data. In the constant acceleration mode, "^^ the source or absorber is made to pass 
through all the velocity intervals required to obtain the spectrum in a short interval of time. 
The process is repeated until the spectrum is obtained to the required statistical accuracy '"•'' 
The signal is used to store pulses from the detector into the several channels of a multichannel 
analyser. For this purpose the velocity signal modulates the pulses in amplitude, and this 
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amplitude is analysed by the analog to digital converter of the multichannel analyser system 
The amplitude of pulses from a selector circuit is modulated by the signal V(t) which is 
usually a triangle fiinction, sweepting linearJy from -V_^ to +V^^. It can be obtained by a 
parabolic motion of the driver, which gives a derivative that is linear. The muhichannel analyser 
will then select the pulses according to their velocity, each channel represents a different 
velocity. 
3.4 VELOCITY SERVO SYSTEM 
The electro mechanical drives are aminable to servo control system Therefore, a 
system is designed suitable for any kind of velocity drive system. We have a velocity drive 
system which operates in the constant acceleration mode The details of this drive and electronic 
circuits which are designed and f^ricated for the purpose are given in the following paragraphs. 
There are two coils, one is the drive coil and another one is the pick-up. The coils are 
attached to a rod and placed in a permanent magnetic field, whenever a current is impressed 
on one of the coils, force will be generated and thus the entire coil frame moves. As a 
consequence an induced e.m.f will develope in the pick-up coils attached rigidly to the same 
rod. The e.m.f developed in the second coil which is termed as pick-up coil, is proportional 
to the velocity and this singal can be used for the control application in the valocity servo 
system design. 
For the generation of constant magnetic field Alnico Iron is shaped into the design 
whose form is given in the fig 3.1. Magnet Iron is just the soft iron shaped into the desired 
forms to produce a constant magnetic field in the region where the coils are made to move. 
The drive or pick-up coils are wound on an epoxy frame which is rigid and light in weight 
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The drive coil is a gauge-23 copper wire having 200 truns giving the resistance «30f2. The 
pick-up coil is made from gauge-35 enamelled copper wire having 1800 turns The coil frame 
is attached to a brass rod of 1 /8 "diameter which is held fixed between the magnets freely and 
held in its position by 10 mil beryllium-copper circular frames These frames are fixed to an 
aluminium cylinder, rigidly. Care needs to be taken to have free vibrational motion when all 
parts are assembled This is an important aspect in the form of a saw tooth shape applied to 
the drive coil, the sponse of the spectrometer to this signal as detected from the pick-up coil, 
will not be a ramp signal for the response fiinction of the drive system to different frequencies 
is not linear. There is a mechanical resonance occuring around 18 Hz and electrical resonance 
at w3KHz. In the feedback operation the high frequency resonance is a trouble some factor 
Therefore we tried to optimise the design in such a way that the difference between the two 
resonance is made as large as possible. There is no clearcut way of increasing this difference 
but trial and error and experience in working with the system is the only useful principle in the 
design of spectrometers. 
The Copper-beryllium disks have been designed to give the mechanical resonance at 
20Hz. The details of these 'disks may be seen in Fig. (3 1). This is convenient frequency to 
have the drive system operated between 12 to 18 Hz Instead of copper beryllium sheet for 
making disks one can also use 10 mil thick tempered enamelled aluminium sheet These are 
available from the venetium blind window Curtain makers of technocrat Estate, Industrial 
area, Dalanagar near Hydarabad. It would be hard for the drive system to follow the staircase 
output of X-signal used as reference source Several methods have been used to smooth this 
signal ^^  ^^ . All these methods involve external electronic circuitry However, we found that 
the use of FET source follower serves this function effectively witout the need for an external 
circuitry. Since the FET has large input impedance, the external capacities and resistances are 
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so chosen that it gives a gradual fall to the signal instead of a sharp fall of the ramp input 
signal The staircase discontinuities are also integrated out in the same circuit Such a circuit 
is given in Fig (3.2) Input and output relations are also shown in the figure. The slope 
adjustment is made in such a way that the velocity return from large negative to large positive 
should be smooth will optimum useful data channels. 
The details of the actual velocity servo system which works in the constant acceleration 
mode are given in Fig.(3 3), A reference signal of slanted saw-tooth shape obtained after the 
source follower circuit is applied to the circuit where upon it is amplified and fed to the drive 
coil of the system. The corresponding e.m.f is generated in the pick-up which is fed to an 
operational amplifier A^ Difference of the reference signal and the pick-up voltage is amplified 
and fed back to the drive coil. Thus, pick-up voltage attains the same shape as that of the 
reference signal and the velocity thus offered by the drive system will be proportional to the 
reference vohage. It may be noted that the feedback is to be maintained as negative for all 
frequencies of the reference signal otherwise oscillations will start if the conditions are not 
proper •''' The error amplification part of the circuit is shown in fig. (3.4). The adjustable 
resistance R controls the current gain. The double emitter follower provides low output 
impedance Transistors AC 125, AC 127 and AC 132 which are of the BEL make are used 
for the power amplification section. Rj and R^ resistors are hand made using nicrom wire 
wound on mica, "the output impedance of the circuit is «30Q to match the impedance of the 
drive coil. In Fig. 3.6 various circuit parameters are given in a graphical form usefiil for 
driving loads of different impedances. This section of the circuit requires cooling. In mounting 
the cooling fan care should be taken to avoid the electrical noise generated by the motor of the 
fan. The feedback capacitor of 0.1 mF and resistance of 28K suppress the high frequency 
gain The C^ capacitor in Fig.(3.4) protects the power amplification section since d.c. imbalances 
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in operational amplifiers drive the output to supply voltages. In controlling the gain with R 
care is taken to avoid the oscillations of frequency «3KHz, which become self sustaining in 
the feedback system of high gains. Thus our Mossbauer drive imparts constant acceleration 
to the source and the motion of the source is a parabola during each cycle of operation. There 
is a one to one correspondence between the channel number and the velocity increments 
obtained through the X-output used as a reference signal An electronic circuit is fabricated 
for modulating the detector pulses with the velocity signal. These pulses are fed to the 
multichaimel analyser for pulse height analysis. This method, however, is inferior to the MCS 
mode of operation which is to be adopted for the Ph.D. 
3.5 DATA ACQUISITION 
The Mossbauer velocity spectrometer may be fabricated conform to the available data 
acquisition and storage devices Generally the constant velocity mode and the constant 
aceleration mode are used extensively to record the Mossbauer spectrum. In a constant velocity 
mode the data is recorded for a preset time and the velocity increment is made for the next 
data point. In this way the spectrum can be scanned for the desired velcity range. The cheif 
merit of this method is the desired portion of the spectrum can be scanned to the accuracy. 
However, the long term instabilities in the pulse hight selection system lead to the distorted 
line shapes which result in spurious shifts of the spectrum which may be very well interpreted 
as isomer shifts. However, this technique does involve elaborate data recording equipment. In 
the constant acceleration mode source or absorber is made to pass through all the velocity 
intervals required to obtain the spectrum in a short interval time 50 ms. The process is repeated 
until the spectrum is obtained to the required statistical accuracy This method necessiates the 
use of a multichannel analyser of a data storage devices like a small electronic computer. 
SU^iit&i'Tl/ 
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION IN 
SINGLE CRYSTALS 
INTRODUCTION 
The angular distribution of the radiation has been calculated by several authors for the 
case of Fe^'', but no such effort seems to exist for Eu'-*" Mj transition in the presence of the 
nuclear hyperfine interaction in single crystal environment. P. Zory"^ ^ has adopted a 
semi-classical radiation theory v^th a direction-cosine method for the angular distribution of 
the Mj radiation. A cartesian co-ordinate transformation technique has been used by Ingalls^^ 
for the transformation of the angular distribution functions from the principal axis system 
(PAS) to the crystal fixed axis system (CFAS). A complex vector-algebraic method has also 
been utilized^^ in calculating the Polarization of the Mossbauer radiation However, these 
methods are prohibitively diflBcult to adopt to an arbitrary multipole transition involving angular 
and polarization measurements. Therefore, for quantitative estimates we have made use of 
the rotation D-matrix formalism'^ which is elegant and contains certain s>'mmetries leading to 
clear understanding of physical measurements. The asymmetry in the electric field gradient 
(EFG) acting at the nucleus leads to the admixture of the nuclear projection quantum states^^. 
This causes the hyperfine field parameter-dependent polarization and angular distribution of 
the Mossbauer radiation The polarisation parameter of the radiation thus must carry the 
information on the hyperfine-field parameters For calculating the degree of polarization we 
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have used the density matrix approach ' '° '", which is directly related to the empirically 
observable parameters The measurements of the degree of polarization emitted from single 
crystals have some unique features in the sense that complications due to the anisotropic 
Debye-Waller factor^ ^ and to the polarization-dependent cross section''^, which always affect 
intensity measurement of the angular distribution of the Mossbauer radiation, do not exist 
since the measurements do not depend on the relative intensities of the diflferent Mossbauer 
lines. The results obtained with polarization measurements and they pave the way for the 
unique determination of the mean square displacement tensors in crystalline solids.''^ 
The polarization dependent recoilless fraction (f), the polarization transfer reactions in 
the nuclear physics'*'' and the polarization of implanted nuclear recoils into the solid medium''^  
can also be calculated with the study of hyperfine field parameters in single crystals. 
4.1 THEORY 
When an atom is placed in a regular crystalline environment, it looses its spherical 
symmetry and the electrostatic field interacts with the atom at the lattics site If the surrounding 
crystal symmetry is less than cubic symmetry then electric field gradiant at the lattice site 
becomes non-zero and interacts with the quadrupole moment of the nuclear state The nuclear 
projection quantum, number states get split partially, depending upon nuclear spin. The 
quadrupole interaction Hamiltonian can be expressed as''^ '** 
e'Qq r] 
H Q = [3P^-I(I+1) + _ ( I 2 + 1 2 ] 4 J 
41(21-1) 2 
Where Q, q, I and r| are quadrupole moment of the nucleus, field gradiant, spin of the state 
under consideration and asymmetry parameter respectively 
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For single photon, the transition probability for an emission or absorption process depends 
on the interaction energy H* Which can be given by the scalar product of current density j of 
the source and the vector potential A of the field Since the interaction energy is a zero-rank 
tensor, H' must be given as''^  
oo 1 
H'= l b , Z (-If A,"'T,'"(N) 4.2 
1 = 0 m=-l 
Where T^ (N) is a tensor of rank 1 in the coordinates of the nucleus and related to its multiple 
moment. The tensor Tj^can be obtained from the multipole solution of the Maxwell's 
electromagnetic field equation'^ . In the Mossabauer resonance, the initial state | i > of the 
nucleus having the angular momentum I. and other quantum numbers y. can be given as 
I. 
I | i > = I . a . I Y.,I.,m.> 4.3 
mi mi ' i ' i ' 1 
and final state of the nucleus is 
If 
\^ =^.ft>n.l Yr l rn^r> 4.4 
\ If 
where a_^ and b_^  can be obtained fi-om the diagonalization of the hyperfine-interaction 
Hamiltonian. In the radiative nuclear transition the possible multipole radiations generally 
encountered in the Mossbauer resonance are of the diploe and quadrupole character. The 
nature of the electric - or - magnetic-transition radiation is contained in the definition of A™ 
Hence, the H' for the nuclear radiative transition is 
H ' = Const (Z (-1) T,^ ' A,^ *' + 5 S (-1) T^ » A,-") 4 5 
M m 
The transition probability for the nucleus to decay fi-om S state \\ > to the state | f > is 
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proportional to the square of the matrix element <f IH i i>. The intensity of radiation in a 
given direction n can eaaly be computed using eqns. (4.3),(4.4)and(4.5)anditisproportionaJ 
to the expression given by eqn (4.6) 
I I I , I , r-1 1 f f 
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4.6 
The amplitudes a ^ and b ^ can be evaluated by the first order perturbation theory 
because H^ is much smaller than the energy of the Mossbauer transition. 
When a gamma ray emitting or absorbing Mossbauer nucleus is placed in the environment 
of electric field gradient (EFG) then interaction takes place between nuclear quadrupole moment 
and EFG, as a resuU of that m-quantum states get mixed up and new eigenstates come into 
existence. 
Let us consider the case of Eu"'* whose ground state and first excited state spins are 
|+5/2> and |+7/2> respectively. When the nucleus decays fi-om the 1*' excited state (spins 
7/2) to the ground state (spin 5/2), Mossbauer Mj radiation is obtained. The interaction 
matrices for each state are given as : 
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(1) For spin 7/2 
When nuclear magnetic hyperfine insterction is present. 
«n'Vi 111 5/2 3/2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 
111 IIIK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5/2 0 5/2 R 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3/2 0 0 3/2 R 0 0 0 0 0 
1/2 0 0 0 1/2 R 0 0 0 0 
-1/2 0 0 0 0 -1/2 R 0 0 0 
-3/2 0 0 0 0 0 -3/2 R 0 0 
-5/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5/2 R 0 
-111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -7/2 R 
where R = = -gh.' ForI= 7/2 
(2) For spin 5/2 
When nuclear magnetic hyperfine interaction is present 
™V« 5/2 3/2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2 -5/2 
5/2 5/2 R' 0 0 0 0 0 
3/2 0 3/2 R' 0 0 0 0 
1/2 0 0 1/2 Ri 0 0 0 
-1/2 0 0 0 -1/2 R' 0 0 
-3/2 0 0 0 0 -3/2 R' 0 
-5/2 0 0 0 0 0 -5/2 R' 
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where R' = -g'n^, for I = 5/2 
According to the selection nJe Am = ±1, 0, the all allowed transitions are in fig 4.1(a) 
1. 1+5/2> ^ l+7/2> 
2. l -5 /2>-^ l -7 /2> 
3. l+5/2>^l+5/2> 
4. l - 5 / 2 > ^ l-5/2> 
5. 1+ 5/2> -^ l+3/2> 
6. 1 - 5 / 2 > ^ 1-3/2> 
7. l+3 /2>-^ l+5/2> 
8. 1 -3 /2>-^ l -5 /2> 
9. ' 1+ 3/2> -^ l+3/2> 
10. 1- 3 / 2 > ^ 1-3/2> 
11. l + 3 / 2 > ^ l + l/2> 
12. 1- 3 / 2 > ^ l - I/2> 
13. 1+ l/2> -^ l+3/2> 
14. 1- l /2>-^ 1- 3/2> 
15. 1+ I/2>-> l+l/2> 
16. l~l/2>-^> l-l/2> 
17. 1+ l / 2 > ^ l-l/2> 
18. l - l / 2 > ^ l+l/2> 
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(3) For spin 7/2 
When nuclear quadrupole and magnetic Hyperfine interactions both are present. 
"V' 7/2 5/2 3/2 1/2 -1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 
7/2 21R,+7/2R^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5/2 0 3R,+5/2R^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3/2 0 0 -9R,+3/2R2 0 0 0 0 0 
1/2 0 0 0 -15R,+1/2R2 0 0 0 0 
-1/2 0 0 0 0 -15R,-1/2R, 0 0 0 
-3/2 0 0 0 0 0 -9R,-3/2R, 0 0 
-5/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3R -5/2R, 0 
-7/2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21R -7/2R, 
Where R, = 
e^qQ 
41(21-1) ' ^ 
= - 82 ^V 5 forI = = 7/2 
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For spin 5/2 
(4) When nuclear quadrupole and magnetic Hyperfine interactions both are present 
"'Vi 5/2 3/2 1/2 -1/2 ^/2 -S/2 
5/2 10R\+5/2 R 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
3/2 0 -2R\+3/2R' 2 0 0 0 0 
1/2 0 0 -8R ',+ 1/2 R \ 0 0 0 
-1/2 0 0 0 -8R',-1/2R'^ 0 0 
-3/2 0 0 0 0 --2R\-3/2R'2 0 
-5/2 0 0 0 0 0 lOR^ ' -5/2 R'^  
Where R\ = 
e^qQ 
41 (21-•1) 
K\ = - g ' i\^' ^ ' • 1 = = 5/2 
According to the selection rule Am = ± 1,0, the all allowed transitions are in fig 4.1(b) 
1. l + 5 / 2 > ^ l+7/2> 
2. l - 5 / 2 > - ^ 1- 7/2> 
3. l + 5 / 2 > - ^ l+5/2> 
4. l - 5 / 2 > ^ l-5/2> 
5. l+5/2>-). ]+3/2> 
6. 1- 5 / 2 > ^ 1- 3/2> 
7. l + 3 / 2 > ^ l+5/2> 
8. 1 - 3/2>->l-5/2> 
Chapter-IV ^ 
9. 1+ 3/2> -> l+3/2> 
10. l - 3 / 2 > ^ 1- 3/2> 
11. l + 3 / 2 > ^ l+l/2> 
12. l-3/2> -^ 1- l/2> 
13. 1+ l / 2 > ^ l+3/2> 
14. 1- l/2>-> l-3/2> 
15. 1+ l / 2 > ^ l+l/2> 
16. l - l / 2 > ^ l-l/2> 
17. 1+ l/2> -> l-l/2> 
18. l-l/2>-> l+l/2> 
4.2 POLARISATION AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF THE M^ RADIATION 
AVAILABLE FROM Eu'*' NUCLEUS WHEN PLACED IN SINGLE CRYSTALS^ 
The Mossbauer radiation measurements of angular and polarisation distribution of a 
particular energy should give hyperfine field parameters. There are some unique features in 
the measurement of the degree of polarization in the radiation emitted from a single crystal, 
complications due to anisotropic Debye-Wallr factors" which always affect the angular 
distribution of the Mossbauer radiation in single crystals, will be absent. It is almost impossible 
to seperate the hyperfine field parameters fi^om unavoidable crystal orientation dependent 
Debye-Waller factors if one is to meaure only the angualr distributions, these comphcations 
do not exist in polarization measurements. Therefore, the polarization determination has several 
advantages over the angular distribution measurements. An attempt has been made by 
Houseley et al '"^  to understand the polarization eflfects in Mossbauer absorption or emission 
Yig*4«2 Unit Teotort e i^ •! and ml ar« naturally orthogonal and ev i s 
perpendicular to the plane defined by OZ, CM or CIT. 
^ 
n 
• H 
DM 
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of Ml radiation in single crystals Here they have considered that the principal axis system of 
the EFG tensor coincides with crystal fixed axis system. However, the principal axis system 
of the EFG tensor has no a priority relation to the crystal axis system. Hence the proper 
calculations become essential to understand the polarization measurements The polarization 
measurements are also useful to the determination of mean square displacement tensors in 
single crystals. 
The polarization of the electromagnetic radiation can be calculated by two methods. 
The Stokes" method is ideally suited when the measurements allow the determination of the 
relative phase of the electric field vector, which are orthogonal at a given point, specifying the 
electromagnetic radiation ^ ^ The Stokes method is applicabe when the measurement allow 
the introduction of the desired relative phase difference between the orthogonal electric-field 
vectors specifying the radiation^^. Such polarization analysers are not available in the region 
of the X-ray wavelengths Thus the Stoke's method for the polarization measurements of the 
Mossbauer gamma-rays is not accessible The density matrix formalism ^^ ^^  gives the degree 
of polarization which is measurable for the gamma radiation ^^. In the determination of 
polarization it is essential that we should consider the coherent properties of the radiation, the 
coherence in this context is to be interpreted as that property which remains degree of 
polarization of the electromagnetic wave as it is propagated io space fi-om the source to the 
detector In many nuclear transitions the Mossbauer radiation is highly coherent, for example 
for" Fe, coherent length « 30 m Since the nuclear hyperfine interaction admixe the 
m-projection quantum number states, hence the radiation emitted from such admixed states 
should carry in its degree of polarization the information about hyperfine-field parameters. 
When the radiation is emitted in the direction n (G.cJ)) with respect to a co-ordinate system, the 
electric field may be represented as E^\ + E^t^, where E^  and E^ are the field amplitudes in 
the direction of the unit vector'e, and"? 
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The coherency matrix p by defination is 
P = 
P I . P.2 
P2, P 22 
•|Ee E e E ; 
EeE, 
4.7 
and the intensity = |E | ^ + |E | ^ = trace of matrix 4 8 
The degree of polarization P is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the plorised portion to 
the total intensity 
I 
P = 
Polarized 
I Total 
V 1-4 I pi /(p,+p,/ 4.9 
where IPI is determinant of matrix p. 
P = 1 for the monochromatic radiation since I p I =0 , and the wave is said to be completely 
polarised, for P = 0, the wave is said to be completely unpolarized In all other cases (0<P<1), 
the radiation is partially polarized^^ 
In order to get intensity of the different Mossbauer lines we need to evaluate matirx 
element for each transition and square of the total transition amplitude should give the radiation 
intensity Consider 9 and ({> to be the polar angles, specifying direction of the out coming 
gamma ray in the principal axis system (PAS). The unit vectors x, y and ^  in rectangular 
co-ordinate system can be related to e^ ,^ g and e, the spherical co-ordinate system, and given 
as (Fig. 4.2) 
X = e SinG Cos(l) + e Cos0 Cos<|) - e, SinG, 
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- > - > -* - > 
y = e^  SinG Sin^ + e^  CosG Sin<t> + e Cos<t>, 
and 
z = e Cose - e„ Sine 4 10 
r b 
The radiation fields are given as' ,62 
A\ =V3/167t[Cose(x + iy) - Sine exp (+i(j))z]. 
- > - > 
A-", = V3/I671 [Cose (x - i y) - Sine exp (-i 4.) z ] , 
—> —> 
and A", = - i V3/87r Sine [Sin(l> x - Cos<|) y] 4.11 
To calculate the degree of polarisation and intensities of all 18 lines in single crystal of Eu'^', 
we have taken both of the systems, namely, (i) crystal field axis system (unrotated system) 
and (ii) crystal fixed axis system (rotated system or laboratory system). 
(a) CRYSTAL FIELD AXIS SYSTEM fUNROTATED SYSTEM) 
Now we have calculated the transition amplitudes for all allowed 18 lines according to 
the selection rule m = + 1,0, - 1 . 
The results are given in the following table 4.1. (a) 
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Nuclear magnetic hyperfine interaction is present 
Line.No. Transition m 
1 |+5/2>->-1+7/2> 1 
2. |-5/2>-> |-7/2> -1 
3. |+5/2>^ l+5/2> 0 
4. |_5/2>^ |-5/2> 0 
5. l+5/2>-> l+3/2> -1 
6 |-5/2>-». |-3/2> 1 
7. |+3/2>-^ |+5/2> 1 
8. |_3/2>-> |-5/2> -1 
9. |+3/2>-^ |+3/2> 0 
10. |-3/2>-). l-3/2> 0 
11. |+3/2>->|+l/2> -1 
12. l_3/2>^ |_l/2> 1 
13 1+1/2>^ |+3/2> 1 
14. |_l/2>^|-3/2> -1 
15. |+l /2>^ 1+1/2> 0 
16 | - l / 2 > ^ |-l/2> 0 
17. |+l/2>-^l-l/2> -1 
18. |-l/2>->|+l/2> +1 
Table 4.1 (a) 
C C(-l)- A-, 
1 - A - \ 
1 - A \ 
(2/7)"^ (2/7)"^ A", 
(2/7)''^ (2/7)"^ A", 
(l/2iy'^ -(1/21)''^ A', 
(1/21)'^ -(1/21)"^ A-\ 
(5/7)''2 -isny A-\ 
(5/7)''2 -(5/7)''^ A\ 
(10/21)"^ (\0/2\y^A\ 
(10/21)'^ (10/21)"^ A", 
(1/7)"^ -(1/7)'^ A\ 
(1/7)'^ -{Mlf^ A-\ 
(10/21)'^ -(\0/2\y^ A-\ 
(10/21)'^ -iioniy A\ 
(4/7)"^ (4/7)'^ A", 
(4/7)"^ (4/7)"^ A\ 
(2/7)"2 
-(211 f"- A\ 
(2/7)"^ -(2/7)"^ A-\ 
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Nuclear quadrupole and magnetic hyperfine interactions both are present 
Table 4.1 (b) 
Line No. Transition m' 
1. +5/2>-> |+7/2> 1 
2. | -5 /2>^ |-7/2> -1 
3. |+5/2>^ |+5/2> 0 
4. -5/2>-> |-5/2> 0 
5. 1+5/2>^ |+3/2> -1 
6. |-5/2>-^|-3/2> 1 
7. +3/2>-> |+5/2> 1 
8 -3 /2>^ |-5/2> -1 
9 +3/2>-> |+3/2> 0 
10. -3/2>-> |-3/2> 0 
11, +3/2>-> |+l/2> -1 
12. -3/2>-)-|-l/2> 1 
13. +l/2>-> |+3/2> 1 
14. - l / 2 > ^ i-3/2> -1 
15 +l/2>-^ |+l/2> 0 
16. -l/2>-). |-l/2> 0 
17. +l/2>-^ |-l/2> 
-1 
18. 
- l / 2 > ^ 1+1/2> +1 
c c H r A " , 
1 -A-", 
1 - A ' , 
(2/7)"^ (2/7)'^ ^ X\ 
(2/7)"^ {lllf A\ 
(1/21)''^ -(miy^ A\ 
(1/21)''^ 
-(1/2 i r A-", 
(5/7)"^ -(5/7)"^ A-*, 
(5/7)"^ -isny A\ 
(10/21)'^ (10/21)"^ A", 
(10/21)"^ (10/21)"^ A\ 
(1/7)"^ -iiny^ A\ 
(1/7)"^ -(\nf^ A-\ 
(10/21)"^ -(10/21)"^ A-\ 
(10/21)"^ -(10/21)''^ A\ 
(4/7)'^ {^iiy'' A\ 
(4/7)"^ (Ally" A\ 
(2/7)"^ -iiny^' A\ 
(2/7)"^ 
-Alllf^ A-', 
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where C are the Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients^^ 
From eqns (4.10) and (4 11) the value of A\, A"', and A\ is given by 
A\ = V3/I67: [Cg Cos^ Cos<}) - e^ CosG Sincj) + ie^ Cos^ Sin<t) + ie^ CosB Cos(l) + e^  
Sin^ Cos(t) + ie^.Sin^ Sine])] 4-12 
- > ^ - > ^ ^ 
A-\ = V3/I67C [eg Cos^ Cos^ - e^ CosG Sin(j) -ie^ Cos^ Sincj) - ie^ CosG Cos<|) + e^  
- > 
Sin^ Cos(j) - ieg Sin^ Sm^] 4.13 
and 
A", = -iV3/87i Sine [e^ CosB Cos<j) Sincj) - e^ SW^ - e^  Sin<|) CosG Cos<j) - e_j, Cos^ (t)] 4.14 
Now let us collect G and ^ dependent parts of the electric field E, This can be obtained just 
by taking the coefficients of ^ and't. from eqns. (4.12), (4.13) and (4 14), we have 
Ee(A',) = V3/167c[Cos^Cos<t» + i Sin<|) Cos^ + Sin^ Cos<|) + i Sin^ Sincj)] 
= V3/167r[Cos(|) + iSin(j)] 4.15 
EQ(A-\ ) = V3/I671 [Cos^ Cos(t> - i Sincj) Cos^ + Sin^ G Cos(|) - i Sin^ Sin<})] 
= V3/I67C [Cos(t) - i Sin<|)] 4.16 
Ee(AV = 0 4.17 
and 
-<t, v i> E^ (A',) = V3/I6TC [- CosG Sin(l) + i CosG Cos(|)] 
= -V3/167r CosG [Sine)) - i Cos<t)] 4.18 
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E^ (A-',) = V37I671 [- Cose Sin(|) - i CosG Cos(J)] 
= -V3/167r Cose [Sin(j) + i Cos(|)] 4.19 
E^  (A«,) = iVsTi^ Sine [Cos^ (t) + Sin^ (t)] 
= ± iV3/87i Sine 4.20 
To calculate the coherency matrix p, Trace of matrix and degree polarization P for alll 8 lines 
in Eu'", we have taken 
Pn = (P'n + P"n + P"'n)' 
tace of matrix ^ Pp "*" P22 
and P =Vl-4|p|/(p„ + pJ^ 
where superscript shows the transition + +, +, +— 
P . = (P'u + P"u + P"'.) 
p . = (P3, + p" . + p'".) 
p.. = (P' . + P".2 + P'".) 4.21 
Line -1 
For transition |+5/2> -> |+7/2>: 
p'„ = | E J - A - \ ) E ; ( - A - \ ) 1 = |E3(-A-' , )P 
= + |EJA-',)E*3(A-',)| 
Using the eqn. (4 16) 
= +>/3/167r (Cos<|) - i Sine])) ^3/1671 (Cos<t) + i Sincf)) 
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= 3/1671 (Cos^(j)-i'Sin^<t)) 
= 3/1671 (Cos^ 4> + Sin^ <|)) But i^  = -1 
= 3/1671 4,22 
P'u =Ee(-A- ' , )E;(-A- ' , ) 
Using the eqns. (4.16) and (4.19) 
= +V3/167C (Cos<|) - i Sin(l>) [-V3/167t CosO (Sin(|) - i Cos(|))] 
= -3/1671 CosG (Cos<t) - i Sine})) (Sincj) - i CoscJ)) 
= - 3/1671 CosB (Cos<t) Sin(j) - i Cos^ (|) - i Sin^ (f) + i^  Sin(|) Cos(|)) 
= - 3/1671 CosG (Cos<t) Sine]) - i Cos^ cj) - i Sin^ cj) - i Sincj) Cos(t)) 
= + i 3/1671 Cose 4.23 
P ' . =E-e( -A- ' , )EJ-A- \ ) 
Using the tqns. (4.16) and (4.19) 
= +V3/167r (Cos<|) + i Sincj)) [-V3/I671 CosO (Sin(j) + i Coscj))] 
= -3/1671 CosG (Cos<l) + i Sin(t)) (Sincj) + i Coscj)) 
= - 3/1671 CosG (Cos(|) Sin(t) + i Cos^ cj) + i Sin^ cj) + i^  Sin(|) Coscj)) 
= - 3/1671 CosG (Cos<t) Sin(|) + i Cos'(t) + i Sin^ (t) - Sin(t) Cos(t)) 
= - i 3/167r CosG — 4,24 
p'22 = E ^ ( - A - ' , ) E ; ( - A - , ) 
Using the eqn, (4.19) 
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= W3/I671 Cose (Sin(j> + i Cos<|>)] [V-3/167t CosG (Sin(|> - i Cos<|))] 
= +3/1671 Cos^ [Sin^ <j) - i SiiMJ* Cos<t) + i Sin<j> Cos<|) -i^ Cos^ <t>] 
= + 3/]67rCos^ 4.25 
The transitions |+5/2> -^ |-7/2>, and |-5/2> -^ |+7/2> are not allowed so p" and p"' will be 
zero. 
P> 
Pn 
P2. 
P,2 
P22 
3/1671 + i 3/1671 CosG 
- i 3/1671 CosG +3/1671 Cos^ 
= 9/25671:^  Cos^ + i^  9/2567t^  Cos^ 
P, = 0 4.26 
The trace of matrix Pn + P n ^22 
3/1671 +3/167tCos^ 
3/1671 (1+Cos^) 
and the degree of polarization P = > 1- 4|p|/(pjj+ p^)^ 
P = V l - 4jO|/[3/167i (1+ Cos^)]^ 
?=1 4.27 
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Line-II 
For transition |-5/2> -^ |-7/2>; 
p'„ = IE, (-A\) E\ (-A\) | = IE, (-A\)P 
= + | E , ( A \ ) E ; ( A \ ) | 
Using the eqn. (4.15) 
= +^lm6Ti (Cos(|> + i Sin())) Vi/TeTt (Cos<t) - i Sin<j)) 
= 3/167c(Cos^«j>-i^ Sin^<|)) 
= 3/1671 (Cos^<l)+Sin-(l)) But i^  = - 1 
= 3/16U 4.28 
P'n = E e ( - A \ ) E ; ( - A ' , ) 
Using the eqns. (4.15) and (4.18) 
= +V37T67I; (Cos<t) + i Sine})) [-V3/167T; CosB (Sintj) + i Cos<|))] 
= -3/167t Cose (Cos<t) + i Sin(|)) (Sin<j» + i Cos(t») 
= - 3/167t Cose (Cos<|) Sin(t) + i Cos'(|) + i Sin^ cj) + i' Sin<|) Cos<j)) 
= - 3/1671 Cose (Cos<j) Sin<|) + i Cos'(}) + i Sin^ (|) - Sin<l) Cos<l)) 
= - i 3/1671 Cose 4.29 
P ' . =E*e(-A\)E, ( -A ' , ) 
Using the eqns. (4.15) and (4.18) 
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= +^3/1671 (Cos4> - i Sin(l)) [-^IJntn CosG (SIIKJ) - i Cos<J))] 
= -3/167C Cos0 (Cos<|) - i Sin<j>) (Sin(|) - i Cos<(>) 
= - 3/167C Cose (Cos<t) Sin(|» - i Cos'<j» - i Sin^ (t) + i^  Sin<j) Cos<|)) 
= - 3/1671 CosG (Cos«|) Sin<j> - i Cos^ <t> - i Sin^ - Sin(|) Cos<j)) 
= + i 3/167t CosG 4.30 
P'n - E ^ ( - A \ ) E ; ( - A ' , ) 
Using the eqn. (4.18) 
= -^3/1671 CosG (Sirwt) + i Cos<t))] [V-3/1671 CosG (Sin(j) - i Cos(t))] 
= +3/167r Cos^ [Sin2(j) + i Sin<}) Cos(|) + i SJn(|) Cos(j) + Cos'<j)] 
= +3/1671 Cos^ 4.31 
The transitions |+5/2> -> |-7/2>, and |-5/2> -^ |+7/2> are not allowed so p" and p'" will be 
zero 
Pi, P.2 
P21 P 22 
3/1671 + i3/167rCose 
+i 3/1671 CosG +3/167tCos^ 
= 9/2567t^  Cos^ + i^  9/25671^  Cos^ 
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The trace of matrix = p„ + p^ ^ 
= 3/1671 +3/1671 Cos^ 
-3/167t(l+Cos^) 
and the degree of polarization P = \ 1 - 4|p|/(p + p y 
4.32 
P^  = Vl-4|0|/[3/167t(l+Cos^)] ^  
P^=\ 4.33 
Line - III 
For transition l+5/2> -^ |+5/2> 
p'„ = E e { ( \ ^ ) A V E%{V2^)AV 
= 2/7 |EJAVr 
Using the eqn. (4.17) 
= 0 - 4.34 
p'„ =E,{(V277)AV E%{V277)AV 
- 2/7 E, (A",) E*, (AV 
Using the eqns. (4.17) and (4.20) 
= 2/7xOx(-iV3/87iSine) 
= 0 4.35 
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p'3, =E%{(^/2^)AV E^{€n)A\} 
= 2/7E%(AV E,(AV 
Using the eqns. (4.17) and (4.20) 
= 2/7 X 0 X (+ iVi/STi Sine) 
0 
p\^ = E ; {(V277) A",} E^  (V2^) A\} 
= 2/7 [E*^ (A",)] [E^  (AVI 
Using the eqn. (4.20) 
= 2/7 (-i A/3/87C Sine) (i ^Ivin SinG) 
4.36 
= ;2 2/7 X 3/87t Sin^ 
+ 3/28n Sin^ 4.37 
The transitions |+5/2> ^ | - 5/2> and |-5/2> -^ +5/2> are not allowed so p" and p"' will be 
zero 
The choerancy matrix p^  for transition |+5/2> -> |+5/2> 
P., 
P2, 
P.2 
P22 
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3/287C Sin^ 
P, = 0 
The trace of matrix Pn + P22 
= 0 + 3/287t Sin^ 
= 3/2871 Sin^ 
The degree of polarization P = \ 1 - 4|p|/(p,j+ p^ )^^  
P =Vl-4|0|/[0 +3/2871 Sin^] ' 
5f 
4.38 
Line - IV 
For transition |-5/2> -> |-5/2> 
p\, ={E^(€n)A\}{E\{yl2n)A\} 
0 M2 2/7| E, (A« )| 
Using the eqn. (4.17) 
p\^ ={E,(V2^)AV {E* (V277)AV 
4.39 
4.40 
= 2/7E,(AM E* (AM 
"e ^ 1 
Using the eqns. (4.17) and (4.20) 
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2/7x0x(-i>^/8TcSinG) 
- 2/7 E% (A",) E^ (AV 
Using the eqns. (4.17) and (4.20) 
= 2/7 X 0 X (+ iVi/iK Sine) 
= 0 
p',, ={E*A^)A\} {E.^7)A\} 
S2 
4.41 
4.42 
2/7E*^(AV E^(A<',) 
Using the eqn. (4.20) 
= 2/7 (-i V3/871 Sine) (i Vs/Su SinG) 
- i^  2/7 X 3/871 Sin^ 
= + 3/287: Sin^ 4.43 
The transitions |+5/2> -> | - 5/2> and |-5/2> -^ +5/2> are not allowed so p" and p'" will be 
zero. 
The choerancy matrix p for transition |+5/2> -> |+5/2> 
Pn P,2 
22 
Chapter-IV S3 
0 
P. = 0 
The trace of matrix 
3/2871 Sin^ 
^ Pn + P22 
0 + 3/2871 Sin^ 
3/2871: Sin^ 
The degree of polarization P = \ 1 - 4|p|/(p„+ p^^ )^  
P = Vl-4|0|/[0 + 3/28K Sin^]^ 
P 4 = l 
4.44 
4.45 
Similarly we have calculated the coherency matrices, trace of matrices and degrees of 
polarization for all 18 lines The result are given in table 4.2(a) and 4.2(b). 
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Tabel 4.2 (a) 
Nuclear magnetic hyperfine interaction is present 
Line 
No. 
Transition Coherency 
matrix 
Trace of Matrix Degree of Ratio of intensity 
(Intensity) Polorization relative to 
the 1st Line 
1. 1+5/2>->. |+7/2> 0 3/1671 (1+Cos^) 1 1 
2. 
3. 
)-5/2>->|-7/2> 
|+5/2>^ |+5/2> 
0 
0 
3/16;r(l+Cos^) 
3/287C Sin^ 
1 1 
1 4/7 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
4. |-5/2>-^ |-5/2> 0 3/2871 Sin^ 1 4/7 SinW 
(1+Cos^) 
5. |+5/2>-> |+3/2> 0 1/11271 (1+Cos^) 1 1/21 
6. |-5/2>^ |-3/2> 0 l/1127r(l+Cos^) 1 1/21 
7. |+3/2>^ |+5/2> 0 15/11271 (1+Cos^) 1 5/7 
8 |-3/2>-> |-5/2> 0 15/1127t(l+Cos^) 1 5/7 
9. |+3/2>^ |+3/2> 0 5/287t Sin^ 1 20/21 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
10. ]-3/2>^ |-3/2> 0 5/2871 Sin^ ] 1 20/21 SinW 
(1+Cos^) 
11. |+3/2>-). 1+1/2> 0 3/11271 (1+Cos^) 1/7 
12. |-3/2>^ 1-1/2> 0 3/1127:(l+Cos^) 1 1/7 
13. |+l/2>-> |+3/2> 0 5/5671 (1+Cos^) 1 10/21 
14. |-l/2>^|-3/2> 0 5/567r(l+Cos^) I 10/21 
15. 1+1/2>^ 1+1/2> 0 3/1471 Sin^ 1 8/7 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
16. |-l/2>-> 1-1/2> 0 3/1471 Sin^ ] 8/7 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
17. |+l/2>-> 1-1/2> 0 3/567t(l+Cos^) ] 2/7 
18. | - l /2>^ |+l/2> 0 3/567t(l+Cos^) 1 2/7 
Chapter-V SS 
Tabel 4.2 (b) 
Nuclear quadnipole and magnetic hyperfine interactions are present 
Line 
No. 
Transition Coherency Trace of Matrix Degree of Ratio of intensity 
matrix (Intensity) Polorization relative to 
the 1st Line 
1. |+5/2>^ |+7/2> 0 3/167t(l+Cos^) 1 1 
2. 
3. 
|_5/2>_> |-7/2> 
|+5/2>^ j+5/2> 
0 
0 
3/167t(l+Cos^) 
3/287t Sin^ 
1 1 
1 4/7 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
4. ]_5/2>-^ |_5/2> 0 3/2871 Sin^ 1 4/7 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
5. [+5/2>->. |+3/2> 0 l/lI27:(l+Cos^) I 1/21 
6 | -5/2>^ |-3/2> 0 1/11271 (1+Cos^) 1 1/21 
7. |+3/2>^ |+5/2> 0 15/1127r(l+Cos^) 1 5/7 
8 |_3/2>^ |_5/2> 0 15/11271 (1+Cos^) 1 5/7 
9. |+3/2>-> |+3/2> 0 5/2871 Sin^ 1 20/21 SinW 
(1+Cos^) 
10 |_3/2>-^ |-3/2> 0 5/2871 Sin^ 1 20/21 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
11. |+3/2>^ 1+1/2> 0 3/11271 (1+Cos^) 1 1/7 
12. | -3/2>^|- l /2> 0 3/1127c(l+Cos^) 1 1/7 
13. i+l/2>->|+3/2> 0 5/567r(l+Cos^) 1 10/21 
14 |-l/2>-^|-3/2> 0 5/567r(l+Cos^) 1 10/21 
15. |+l/2>->|+l/2> 0 3/1471 Sin^ 8/7 Sin^/ 
(1+Cos^) 
16. |_ l /2>^ |_l/2> 0 3/147t Sin^ ] 8/7 SinW 
(1+Cos^) 
17. |+ l /2>^ | - l /2> 0 3/5671 (1+Cos^) ] 2/7 
18. | - l /2>^ |+l/2> 0 3/5671 (l+Cos^9) 1 2/7(b) 
Chapter -IV S6 
( t ) TRANSFORMATION OF RADIATION FIELD AMPLITUDES 
(CRYSTAL FIXED AXIS SYSTEM) 
Since there is no a priori reason that the crystal fixed axis system (CFAS) and 
principal axis system (PAS) should coincide with one another. Therefore, a, P and y 
represent the Euler angles of rotation from the crystal fixed axis system to the principal 
axis system, then the intensities of the Mossbauer lines calculated in the principal axis-
system can be expressed in the crystal fixed axis system with the aid of rotation matrices^ '*. 
The rotation operator R (a,3, y) operating on spherical harmonics A", (6,^) gives^^ 
1 J 
R A'",(e,(j») R-' = I D (a,3,y) A'"', (9 ,^ ^ J 4.46 
m=-l m',m 
with 66 
J 
D (a,P,y) = exp [-im'a] exp [- imy] 
m',m 
i-f [(J+m)!(J-m)! (J+m')! (J-m' )!]>^  
S C0S(P/2) 2J-mKn'-2S 
s S! (J-S-m')! (J+m-S)! (m'+S-m)! 4.47 
(- Sin3/2) "'•-™*2^  
Field amplitudes for the M^  radiation From equation (4.46), we have 
R A\ R-' = D \ , A', + D'_,, A-\ + D'„, A", 
R A-', R-' = D',_,, A\ + D'_,_, A-\ + D'„_, A", 
and R A\ R-' = D\„, A>, + D'.,„ A"', + D>„„ A», 4.48 
where D's are given in appendix 
Chapter-IV 57^ 
R E,A-, R- = D ' , , E,A', + D ' , . , E^A"', + D>„., E^A",, 
Using the eqns (4.15), (4.16) and (4 17) 
(1-Cosp) (Cos (a-y) - i Sin (a-y) V3/I671 (Coscj) + i Sin<|)) + (1+Cosp) 
(Cos (a+7) + i Sin (a-Hy)) 13/\6K (COS(|) -iSincj)) + 0 
= ^2/16K [(1-Cosp) (Cos<t) COS (a-y) - i Cos<t) Sin (a-y) + i Sin(|) 
2 
Cos (a-y) -i^ Sin<j) Sin(a-y)) +(l+Cosp) (Cos(t) Cos (a+y) + iCos(|) Sin(a+7) 
+ i Sin<|) Cos (a+7) - i^ Sin(}> Sin(a+y)] 
= ^^/167r [(l-Cosp) (Cos(|) Cos (a-y) + Sine}) Sin (a-y)) 
2 
+ (l+Cosp) (Cos(l) Cos (a+y) + Sine]) Sin(a47)] 
-iV3/167r [(1-Cosp) (Cos(l) Sin (a-y) - Sincj) Cos(a-y) 
2 
+ (1+Cosp) (Sin(t) Cos (a+y) -Cos(|) Sin(a+7)] 
2 
For simplicity let us denote 
f(,) = [(1+Cosp) (Cos<t) Cos (a+y) + Sin(|) Sin(a+y)) 
2 
+(l-CosP) (Cos<|) Cos (a -y ) + Sin<|) Sin (a-y))] 
Chapter-IV S8_ 
f,j^  = [(1 +CosP) (Sin(t» Cos (a+y) - Cos(t) Sin(a+7)) 
2 
+(l-Cos|3) (Cos(|> Sin (a-y) - Sin(|» Cos(a-y))] 
R Eg A-\ R-- = A57i6^ [f , - i f .] 4.49 
R E^A->, R-> = D\_.„ E^A\ + D'.,^_, E^A"-, + D'„ .^, E^ A», 
Using the eqns. (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) 
(1-Cosp) (Cos(a-y) - i Sin (a -y)) (-V 3/1671) CosG (Sin<t) - i Cos(t)) 
2 
+ (1+CosP) (Cos(a+7) + i Sin (a+7)) (-V3/167r) CosG (Sincj) + i Cos())) 
+ (- Sinp) (Cosy + i Siny) (i V3/I671) SinG 
2 
= (-^3/167:) [(l-Cos3) Cose {Sincj) Cos (a-y) - i Sin (a-y) Sin<t) 
- i Cos<}> Cos (a-y) + i^  Coscj) Sin (a-y)}] 
-V3/167r [(1+CosP) CosG {Sin({) Cos (a+y) + i Sin (a+y) Sin(|) 
+ i Cos(|) Cos (a+y) + i^  Cos(t) Sin (a+7)}] 
-V3/I67C (i Sin3 Cosy SinG + i' Sinp Siny SinG) 
Chapter-IV W 
(-V3/I671) [1+Cosp) CosG (SiiKJ) Cos (0+7) -Cos<j» Sin(a+7)) 
2 
+ (1-Cosp) CosG (Sin({) Cos(a-y) -Cos(|) Sin ( a ^ ) -(Sinp Siny SinG)] 
-iV3/167c[l+CosP) CosG (Cos<|) Cos (a-Hy) + Sine}) Sin(a+y)) 
2 
+ ( 1 - CosP) CosG (Cos(l) Cos(a-Y) + SiiKJ) Sin (a-y) + (Sinp Cosy SinG)] 
2 
For simplicity let us denote 
f^ 3^  = [1+Cosp) CosG (Sinct) Cos (a+y) -Cos(t) Sin(a+7)) 
2 
+ (1-Cosp) CosG (Sin(t) Cos(a-y) -Cos(|) Sin (a-y) -(Sinp Siny SinG)] 
2 
f,, = [1+Cosp) CosG (Coscj) Cos (a+7) + Sin(t) Sin(a+y)) (4) 
2 
+ (1-CosP) CosG (Cos(t) Cos(a-y) + Sincj) Sin (a-y)) + (Sinp Cosy SinG)] 
R E(t>A-\ R-' - -^3/1671 [f + i f ] 4.50 
R E^A'. R-> == D\_, E^A', + D'.,_, E^A"', + D>„_, E^A",, 
Using the eqns. (4.15), (4,16) and (4 17) 
Chapter-IV 60 
(1+CosP) (Cos (a+y) - i Sin (a+7)) (V3/I671) (Cos(J) + iSiiKJ)) 
+ (l-Cosp) (Cos (a -y ) + i Sin ( a ^ ) (V3/I67:) (Cos(t) - i Sin(|)) + 0 
V3/167i[(l+CosP) (Cos(t) Cos (a+y) -iCos(t) Sin(a+y) 
2 
+ i Sin(t) Cos (a+y) - i^ Sincj) Sin(a+y) 
+(l-Cosp) (Cos(t) Cos ( a - y ) + i Cos<t) Sin (a-y) - i Sin(t» 
Cos (a-y) -i^ Sincj) Sin(a-y)] 
= \3/167t [(1-Cosp) (Cos<t) Cos (a -y ) + Sincj) Sin (a-y)) 
2 
+ (1+Cosp) (Cos<|) Cos (a+7) + Sin*}) Sin(a+7)] 
2 
+ iV3/]67i[(l-Cosp) (Cos<j) Sin (a-y) -Sin<|) Cos(a-y)) 
2 
+ (1+Cosp) (Sin(|> Cos (a+7) -Cos(|) Sin(a+7))] 
2 
For simplicity let us denote 
f(i) = [(1+Cosp) (Cos<|» Cos (a+7) + Sin(t) Sin(a+y)) 
Chapter-IV - ^ «^ 
+(l-Cos3) (Cos({) Cos ( a - y ) + Sin(t> Sin (a-y))] 
2 
(^2) " [(^ +Cosp) (Sinct) Cos (a+y) - Cos<t> Sin(a+7)) 
2 
+ (l-Cos3) (Cos(l) Sin (a-y) -Sin<J) Cos(a-y))] 
R E^ A\ R-' = D>, „ E^A-, + D>.,, E^A-, + D'„, E^ A", 
Using the eqns (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) 
= (l+Cosp) (Cos(a+7) - i Sin (a+7) (-V3/I671) CosG (Sin(t)-i Cos(t») 
2 
(1-Cosp) (Cos(a-y) + i Sin (a -y) (-Vl/Ten) CosG (Sincj) + i Cos(|)) 
+ (Sinp) (Cosy - i Siny) (iVs/S::) SinB 
V2 
= (-V3/167r) [(1+ CosP) CosG {Sincj) Cos (a+y) -i Sin (a+7) Sin(f» 
-i Cos<l) Cos (a+y) + i' Cos(j) Sin (a+y)}] 
-V3/167t[(l-Cosp) CosG {Sin(|) Cos (a-y) + i Sin (a-y) Sine}) 
Chapter-IV ! L 
+ i Cos<t) Cos (a-y) + i^  Cos(t) Sin (a-y)}] 
+ W3/167t (i Sinp Cosy SinG - i Sinp Siny SinG) 
(-V3/I671) [ 1 +Cosp) CosG (SiiKJ) Cos (a+y) - Cos4> Sin(a+7)) 
2 
+ (1-CosP) CosG (Sin<j) Cos(a-y) -Cos<l) Sin (a-y) -(Sinp Siny SinG)] 
-iVs/ieTT [1+Cosp) CosG (Cos(t) Cos(a+7) + Sin(l) Sin(a+y)) 
2 
+ (1-Cosp) CosG (Cos(t) Cos(a-y) + S'm^ Sin (a-y) + (Sinp Cosy SinG)] 
2 
For simplicity let us denote 
f,,, = [1+Cosp) CosG (Sin(}) Cos (a+y) -CoscJ) Sin(a+7)) (3) 
2 
+ (1-CosP) CosG (Sin<l) Cos(a-y) -Cos(t) Sin (a-y) -(Sinp Siny SinG)] 
2 
f,, = [1+Cosp) CosG (Coscj) Cos (a+y) + Sincj) Sin(a+y)) (4) 
2 
+ (1-Cosp) CosG (Cos(t) Cos(a-y) + Sin<t) Sin (a-y) + (Sinp Cosy SinG)] 
R E(t)A\ R-' = -V3/I671 [f , + i f J 4.52 
<3) -(4) 
RE„ A", R" = D' E, A' + D' E A ' + D' E A° 
9 1 1,0 e - ^ 1 *^ -1,0 6 1 0,0 e 1 
Using the eqns.(4,15), (4.16) and (4.17) 
Chapter-IV 63 
Sinp (Cos a - i Sinji) (Vi/ie^Ti) (Cos<|> + i Sin(j)) 
V? 
SinP (Cos a + i Sina ) (V3/167r) (Cos(|) - i SiiKJ)) + 0 
+ 
VT 
= +\3/167r [- Sinp (Cos(|) Cosa - i Cos(|) Sina + i Sincj) Cosa -i^ Sin(|) Sina) 
VJ 
+ SinP (Cos(|) Cosa + i Cos<t) Sina - i Sin(|) Cosa -i^ Sin(t) Sina)] 
VT 
= V3/I671 [- Sinp (Cos(|> Cosa + Sinct) Sina) 
^ / ^ 
+ SinP (Cos(t) Cosa + Sincj) Sina) - i SinP (Sin<|) Cosa -Cos<t) Sina) 
VT vr 
+ i Sinp (Cosij) Sina -Cosa Sin<t))] 
VT 
13/16% SinP [(-Cos(t) Cosa -Sin(j> Sina + Cos(|) Cosa + Sina Sin(|)) 
VT 
+ ( - i Sin(j> Cosa + i Coscj) Sina + i Cos(t) Sina - i Cosa Sin<t))] 
i V3/I671 (Sinp) [- Sin(|) Cosa + Cos(i> Sina + Cos(t) Sina - Cosa Sin<t>] 
^ 
i ^3/1671 (SinP) [Sin (a-(|)) + (Sin(a-<t)) 
Chapter-IV ^ 
= i V3/167C (SinP) 2Sin(a-<i)) 
i V3/871 SinP Sin(a-<|)) 
For simplicity let us denote 
RE„ A", R-' = i VS/STT f „ 4.53 
W 1 (5) 
Where 
f^ 5^  = Sinp Sin(a-<t)) 
RE. A\ R-' = D>,^ „ E. A\ + D\.,,, E, A-, + D'„,„ E, A", 
Using the eqns. (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20) 
- Sinp (Cosa - i Sina) (-V3/I671) CosG (Sin(|) - i Cos(t)) 
+ 
V2 
Sinp (Cosa + i Sina) (-V3/167r) CosG (Sinct) + i Cos(t)) + CosP (iV3/8 SinG) 
VJ 
I671 [-SinP CosG (Sin(|> Cosa - i Sin(|) Sina - i Cos(t> Cosa + i^  Cos<|) Sina 
+ SinP CosG (Sincj) Cosa + i Sinij) Sina + i Cos(j) Cosa + i^  Cos(() Sina)] 
+ i V3/871 Cosp SinG 
= -y[y\6n [-Sinp CosG (Sincj) Cosa -Cos<t) Sina) + SinP CosG (SinG Cosa -Cos(|) Sina) 
V2" VI 
+ i SinP CosG (Sin(|) Sina + Cos(j) Cosa) + Sinp CosG (Sincj) Sina + Cos(|) Cosa) 
V2~ A/T 
Chapter-IV 6S 
+ i yimn Cosp Sine 
- V3/I671 [SinP CosG ( - Sin(|> Cosa + cos(t) Sina + Sin(j) Cosa - Cos(t> Sina) 
V2 
+ i SinP CosG (Sin(t» Sina + Cos(t) Cosa + Sin<|> Sina + Cosct) Cosa )] 
+ i V3/871 Cosp Sine 
- V3/167r i SinP CosG (2Cos(a-(|>) + i -^mn Cosp SinG 
VT 
= -\3/87r i SinP CosG (Cos(a-(t)) + i VS/STC COSP SinO 
= +^3/871 i (Sinp Cose Cos(a-<t>)) + i > ^ 7 i Cosp Sine) 
= i yfmn [CosP SinG - Sin p CosG Cos (a-(t>)] 
RE, A«.R-' = i Vs/ijt f (6) 5.54 
Line - I 
For transition l+5/2> -^ l+7/2> 
-1 T ? - l l 2 Pn = | R E 3 ( - A - \ R 
= |RE,(-A-' ,)R-' | |RE%(-A-\)R-' | 
Using the equation (4,49), 
Pn = + 3 / i 6 n [ y + y ] 
p„ = IRE3 (-A-\) R-'l IRE* (-A-',)R->| 
Chapter-IV 
Using the equations (4.49) and (4.50) 
= - yfmen [f„, - i f^ ,,] (+ V37T6^ ) [f^ ,, -1 y 
= - 3 / 1 6 M f < , ^ , - i fu) f,3,-i fu, f(4)+i^ fu, y 
P,. = -3/167: [(f,„f,3, -f<.> W - i (fa,f(3)+ f<„ W l 
P., = -3/167: [(f„f,3, -f,,, y + i (f,.>f<3)+ f,,) f(4))^  
Pz2 =|RE3(-A-',)R-'| 
66 
= |RE3(-A-\)R->| |RE%(-A-\)R-'| 
Using the equations (4.50), 
=-3/167: [f,3, + i y (-3/167.) [ f ^ 3 , - i y 
P22 = + 3 / 1 6 ; : [ y + y ] 
The transition l+5/2> -^ l-7/2> and l-5/2> -^l+7/2> are not allowed so p" and p"' will 
be zero. 
P, 
Pn P,2 
P2, '22 
3/167: [f,^  + f g -3/16;: [(f, f3 - f / J - i (f^  f3 + f, Q] 
-3/167: [(f,f3 - f/,) + i(f,f3 + f, g ] 3/167: [ f ^ f g 
= 9/(167:)^ [f ,^ f 3^ + f ^^  f 3^ + f ,^ f \ + f\ f\] 
- 9/(167:) ^ [f, f, - f, f, - i (f, f3 + f, g ] [f, f, - f, f, + i (f, f3 + f, g ] 
Chapter-IV _ ^ ^ 
= 9/(16;:)^ [f ,^ f 3^ + f ,^ f ^^  + f ^ f ,^ + f ^ f M 
-9/(i67c)^ [f,^f^3 + f ^f^ + f,^f^ + f,^f \+ f/ f g 
p, = 0 4 55 
Trace of matrix = p„+ p^^ 
= 3/1671 [f,^  + f^ ]^ + 3/1671 [f 3^ + f g 
= 3/1671 [f \ + f^^+f 3^ + f g 
For simplicity, let us denote, 
T, =f\ + r\ + f\ + r\ 
= 3/1671 T, 4.56 
The degree of polarization p^  is given by equation (4-9) 
P =Vl-4|p|/(p„+pJ^ 
P =Vl-4|0|/(p,+p^^)^ 
P, = 1 4 57 
Line-II 
For transition l+5/2> ^ l+7/2> 
Pn =iREe(-A>,R-
= |REg(-A-,)R-' | |RE*,(-A\)R-' | 
>i D-112 
Chapter-IV ^ M_ 
Using the equation (4 51), 
= -<3n6K [f,,^  + i y (-V3/i67t) [ f,„ - i y 
p„ = + 3/i67c[y + y ] 
p,, = IREg (-A\) R-'l | R E ; ( - A ' , ) R - ^ | 
Using the equations (4.51) and (4.52) 
= + yfmez [f + i f 1 (-VSTITTC) [f ^ ^ - i f j 
'(1) •(2)J '- '' I (3) " (4^ 
- 3/167C [f,„f^3, + i y f(3) - ' fl f(4)- ' ' f(2) W 
p, , = - 3/i67t [(f^ ,,f^ 3^  + f,^^ f^ 3^ )+ i (f,,,f,3 + f^ ,, y ] 
p,, = IRE', (-A\) R-"| |RE^(-A',)R-'| 
Using the equations 4.51 and 4,52 
= + V3/i6n [f,,^  - i y (-V3/1671) [ f^ 3, + i y 
= -3/i67t[f,„f,3^-if,,,f,3, + i f , , /^ , , - i^f , , ,y 
= -3/i6;t[f , , f , ,+ f , , y - i ( f , , , f , 3 , - f o , W ] 
p,, = |RE^(-A\)R-V 
= |RE^(-A',)R-'| |RE*^(-A',)R-'| 
Using the equation (4.52) 
= -Vin?7t [f,3, -i f^ J (-^me'n) [f^ 3, - i f^j 
= 3/i67t)(f^^3, + f y 
Chapter-IV 69 
The transitions l+5/2> -^ l-7/2> and l-5/2> ^ l+7 /2> are not allowed so p" and p"' 
will be zero. 
P., 12 
P2I P22 
3/167t [f,^  + f J -3/1671 [f, f, + f/^  + i (f, f3 -f, g 
-3/16p [f, f^  + f/, - i (f, f3 -f, g 3/16U [f3^  + g ] 
= 9/(1671)^ [f\ i \ + f ,^ f 3^ + f\ {\ + f ^ f g 
-9/(1671)^ [(f, f3 + f, g + i (f, f3 -f, g ] [f, f, + f, f, - i (f, f3 -f, g 
= 9/(1671)^  [f^ f^ 3 + r\ f\ + r\ f\ + f\ f g 
-9/(1671)^ [f,^  f 3^ + f\ r\ + g f ,^ + g f ^ , + g f g 
p, = 0 
Trace of matrix = p^^+ p^ ^ 
= 3/1671 [ g + g ] + 3/1671 [f 3^ + f g 
= 3/1671 [ f / + f^  + f 3^ + f g 
For simplicity, let us denote, 
T =f^ + f2 + f 2 + f 2 
1 1 2 3 4 
3/167t T. 
4.58 
4.59 
The degree of polarization P^ is given by equation (4SJ) 
Chapter-IV ^ 
P^ =Vl-41p|/(p„+p^^)^ 
P, = Vl-4|0|/(p,+p,,) ' 
P^  = 1 4.60 
Line - III 
For transition l+5/2> -^ l+5/2> 
p„ = 1RE3 (V277AV R-'P 
= |REQ ( V 2 ^ A",) R-'l |RE*g V i ^ A", R"'! 
Using the equation (4.53) 
= 2/7 [i V3/87I Sinp Sin(a-<|))] [-i\3/87i Sinp Sin(a-(t))] 
= 3/2871 Sin^ p Sin^(a -<t)) 
p„ = 3/2871 (fY,>) 
p,2 = I Eg (A/2/7 A",) R-'l |RE*^  ViTy A", R-'l 
= 2/7 |RE« A» R-'l |RE*(j) A", R-'| 
Using the equations (4.53) and (4.54) 
= 2/7 [i Vi/STt Sinp Sin(a-(|))] [-iVi/STi Cosp SinG -SinpCosG Cos(a-(j))] 
- 2/7 (3/871) [f^ ,^ ] [ y 
Pu = 3/2871 [ y [ y 
Chapter-IV 71 
p,^ = I RE'Q VzrfA", R-'l |RE^>/277 A°, R-'l 
= |RE*^ (V277 A",) R-' I |RE^ (ViT? A",) R-'| 
Using the equations (4.53) and (4,54) 
= 2/7 [-iV3/87t SinP Sin(a-<j))] [iVs/Sn (Cosp SinB -Sinp Cos0 Cos(a-(t)))] 
= 2/7'(3/871) [f^ ,^ ] [ y 
Pn = 3 / 2 8 7 c [ y [ y 
p,^ = |RE^ (ViT^AV R-'P 
= |RE^ (^2/7 A",) R-'] \RE\ ^ll/l A\ R-'| 
using the equation (4.54) 
= 2/7 (3/87t) [ i (Cosp Sinp-Sinp CosG Cos(a-(t>)] 
[-i(Cose Sine -Sinp CosG Cos(a-(t>)] 
= 3/87C [f ^ ,^^ ] 
The transitions l-5/2> -^ l+5/2> and l+5/2> -> l-5/2> are not allowed so p" and p"' 
will be zero. 
" " P n P12 
21 '22 
Chapter'IV 72 
3/2871 [f,,/] 3/2871 [f „] [f J (!i)J l ' ( 6 ) J 
3/287: [f,,,] [ y 3/287: [f^,/] 
= (3/2871)^  [f,„^] [f,,,n - (3/2871)^ [f,,/l[f,.,^] 
P, = 0 
The trace of matrix = P,,:*'fi52 
= 3/287: [f,,; ]+ 3/287: [ y ] 
= 3/287: [ f„; + f,,/] 
= 3/287: T, 
Where T, = f^ ,/ + f,,/ 
The degree of polarization 
P, =Vl-4|p|/(p,+p V 
P, = 1 
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Line - IV 
For transition l-5/2> -> l-5/2> 
p„ = IRE, (^7 A\) R-' 1^  
- |REg (V277 A",) R-'l |RE*Q ^TJl A\ R-'| 
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Using the equation (4.53) 
= V2A7 [i ^JVSK SinP Sin(a-(|>)] [-iVs/STi Sinp Sin(a-(|))] 
= 3/2871 Sin^ P Sin^(a-4>) 
p„ = 3/287t ( y ) 
p,^ =|REg(>/2^A<',)R-'| IRE'^CVZTT'A", R-'l 
= 2/7 |REQ A", R-'l |RE*^ A ,^ R-'| 
Using the equations (4,53) and (4.54) 
= 2/7 [i Vi/STi Sinp Sin(a-(|))] [- i>^7t (Cosp SinG -SinpCosG Cos(a-(t)))] 
= 2/7 (3/87t) [f(,,] [fj 
Pn - 3/2871 [f,,, y 
p„ =1 RE* Vi/^A", R-'l IRE^ V2/7 A°, R-'l 
= |RE* /^2/7 A°. R-' | |RE. V2/7 A° R-'| 
Using the equations (4.53) and (4.54) 
= 2/7 [-iVi/STi Sinp Sin(a-<|))] [iVi/STC (Cosp SinG -Sinp CosG Cos(a-(j))] 
= 2/7 3/871 [f^ „] [f^  J 
p„ = 3/2871 [ y [ y 
and p,, = 3/2871 [ y [ y 
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= |RE^ (ViT? A",) R-'l \RE\ ^lin A\ R" 
using the equation (4.54) 
= 2/7 (3/871) [Cosp Sinp-Sinp CosB Cos(a-(|))]^ 
= 3/28;c [-(CosG Sin0 -Sinp CosG Cos(a-(|))]' 
p^. = 3/871 [ y ] 
The transitions ]-5/2> -> l+5/2> and l+5/2> -> l-5/2> are not allowed so p" and p"' 
will be zero. 
P,2 
P2, '22 
3/287: [f,,/] 3/287: [f,,,] [f, J 
_3/287: [f,,^ ] [f,J 3/287: [ y ] 
= (3/2871)^ ^ ( f ^ , / y ) - (3/287:)^ (W) ( V ) 
P, = 0 4.63 
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P„+P 22 
= 3/287C (f ,0 + 3/2871 (f ,^ ) (5) 
= 3/28;: [ f^ ,; + f^,/] 
(6) 
= 3/2871 T, 
1 = f ^ + f ^ 
(5) (6) 
c-e of polarization 
>/l-4|pi/(p,+p^/ 
1 4.64 
\ve have calculated the coherency matrices, trace of matrices (intensities) and 
polarization for all 18 lines. The result are given in table 4.3 (a) and 4.3(b) 
Tabel 4.2 (a) 
Nuclear magnetic hyperflne interaction is present 
1 ransition Coherency 
matrix 
Trace of Matrix 
(Intensity) 
Degree of 
Polorization 
Ratiofof 
intensity 
relative to 
the I Line 
|+5/2>-> |+7/2> 0 3/1671 T, 1 1 
j_5/2>-> |-7/2> 0 3/1671 T, 1 1 
i-^ 5/2>-> |+5/2> 0 3/2871 Tj 1 4 T/7 T, 
!-5/2>->.|-5/2> 0 3/287t T^  1 4 T^? T, 
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5. |+5/2>-^ |+3/2> 0 3/1127rT, 1 1/21 
6. |-5/2>-^ |-3/2> 0 3/11271T, 1 1/21 
7. |+3/2>-> |+5/2> 0 3/11271 T, 1 5/7 
8. |-3/2>-> |-5/2> 0 3/11271T, 1 5/7 
9. |+3 /2>^ |+3/2> 0 3/287t T^ 1 2 0 T / 2 1 T, 
10. |-3/2>-> |-3/2> 0 3/2871 Tj ] 2 0 T / 2 1 T, 
11. |+3/2>-> 1+1/2> 0 3/1127tT, 1/7 
12. |-3/2>-). | - l /2> 0 3/11271 T, I 1/7 
13 |+l/2>-> |+3/2> 0 5/5671 T, I 10/21 
14 1-1/2>-^ j-3/2> 0 5/5671 T, 1 10/21 
15. |+l/2>-> |+l/2> 0 3/147tT, 1 8 Tj / 7 T, 
16. | - l /2>-> | - l /2> 0 3/1471 T, 1 8 Tj / 7 T, 
17. |+l/2>-)> 1-1/2> 0 3/5671 T, 1 2/7 
18. 1-1/2>-^ 1+1/2> 0 3/567t T, 1 2/7 
where 
T, = [y+y^y^y] and T, = [y+y] 
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Tabel 4.2 (b) 
Nuclear quadrupole and magnetic hypeiTine interactions both are present 
Line Transition 
No. 
Coherency Trace of Matrix 
matrix (Intensity) 
Degree of Ration of 
Polorization intensity 
relative 
to the I Line 
3. 
6 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14 
|+5/2>-> |+7/2> 0 
|-5/2>-> |-7/2> 0 
|+5/2>-> i+5/2> 0 
|-5/2>-> |-5/2> 0 
|+5/2>^ |+3/2> 0 
|-5/2>-> |-3/2> 0 
|+3/2>-> |+5/2> 0 
|-3/2>-> |-5/2> 0 
|+3/2>-> !+3/2> 0 
|-3/2>^ |-3/2> 0 
|+3/2>-). |+l/2> 0 
|-3/2>-> |-l/2> 0 
|+l/2>->|+3/2> 0 
|-l/2>-> |-3/2> 0 
|+l/2>-> 1+1/2> 0 
3/167:1, 
3/16711, 
3/287r T, 
3/287: T, 
3/1127:1, 
3/1127:1. 
3/1127:1. 
3/1127:1. 
3/287: T 
3/287: T, 
3/1127:1. 
3/1127:1. 
5/567: T. 
5/567: T. 
3/147: T. 
4 T/7 T, 
4 1^7 T, 
1/21 
1/21 
5/7 
5/7 
20T/21 T, 
201/21 T, 
1/7 
1/7 
10/21 
10/21 
8 T^  / 7 T, 
i„^":\'at 
/ 
7^ 
:^ 0 
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16 | - l / 2>-> | - l / 2> 
17. |+l/2>-> | - l /2> 
18 | - l /2>-> |+l/2> 
0 
0 
0 
3/1471 T, 
3/567C T, 
3/567t T. 
8 T^  / 7 T, 
2/7 
2/7 
where 
T, = [ y + y + f<3ry] and T, = [ y + y ] 
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DISC ISSION 
A Mossbauer transition occurs between two nuclear levels, each of which may have a 
nuclear spin and quadrupole moment. This means that both the ground state and excited 
state levels may show a quadrapole interaction since the energy separations due to these 
quadrapole interaction are very small, a change in the I^  quantum number is allowed during y-
ray transition. Basically the law of conservation of angular momentum and of parity leads to 
the formulation of definite selection rules which characterise the transition between the two 
states and these ensure that there is a high probability for transition in which change in the Z-
quantum numbers 
[l(2).-I(Z)g] = " ^ i s o o r ± l 
the energy level schemes and observed spectra for an 1=5/2 —> 1 = 7/2, transitions are 
represented in fig. 4.1. In magnetic hyperfine interaction, the energies of states are different. 
So we get 18 valid transitions {fig 4.1 (a)}. If magnetic hyperfine interaction and nuclear 
quadrupole interaction both are simultaneously present, the energy of each state is different 
and again get 18 valid transitions (fig 4.2 (b)} 
(A) IN THE CASE OF CRYSTAL FIELD AXIS SYSTEM (UNROTED SYSTEM). 
The coherency matrices are zero for all 18 lines. It represents the monochromatic lines. 
The degree of polarization for all 18 lines can be calculated by using the equation (4.9). We 
found the degree of polarization 1 for each line. The wave is said to be completely polarized 
and the components E^ and E^  of electric vector E are mutually coherent and its phase is equal 
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to the difference between the phases of the two components. In table 4.2 (a) and 4.2 (b), the 
coherency matrix and degree of polarization are shown for magnetic interaction and the 
mixture of magnetic and quadrupole interactions, respectively. 
When AJ=1= and Am = 0, transition has a radiation pattern given by Sin^ for lines 
1+ 5/2> -> I ± 52 >, I + 3/2 > ^ I ± 3/2 > and |±l/2> -> | ± l/2> and for Am = 1, transition is 
(1 + Cos^) for lines 1 ± 5/2 > -^ | ± 7/2>, | ± 5/2 > -> | ± 3/2>, | ± 3/2 > ^ | ± 5/2> | ± 3/ 
2 > ^ i ± 1/2 >, I ± l/2> ^ ± 3/2 > and I ± 1/2 > ^ I ± l/2> in both cases. 
The intersities depend upon the angle 9 and independent of angle«() Then, the intensities 
are uniformly distributed in the direction of <|) (or OY) and in the direction of 9 (or OX) the 
intensity depends upon the value of 9 But the intensities of two lines 1&2, 3&4, 5&6, 7&8, 
9&10, n&12, 13&14, 15&16 and 17&18 are same.. 
The ratios of intensities of the lines 1,2,3,4 18 relative to the line 1 have been 
calculated. Theratioofthelines 1,2,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14,17and 18 are constant. So that the 
intensities of its components in any direction, perpendicular to the direction of propagation is 
the same and this intensity is not affected by any previous of one of the rectangular components 
relative to the other. The I (9, <j)) is independent of 9 and <|) 
The ratios of the lines 3,4,9,10,15 and 16 dependent of angle 9 and these ratios depend 
upon 9. In table 4.2 (a) and 4.2 (b) the intensity (trace of matrix) and ratios of intensity are 
shown for magnetic interaction and the mixture of magnetic and quadrupole interactions, 
respectively. 
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IN THE CASE OF CRYSTAL FIXED AXIS SYSTEM (ROTATED SYSTEM) 
Similarly, the coherency matrices are zero for all 18 lines and it is also found that the 
degree of polarization is unity for each line. The trace of matrices (intensities) depends upon 
the angles 9, <}), a, P and y. where as a, P and y are the Eular angles and rotation is made about 
the Z-axis, Y' axis and Z" respectively. 
The ratios of intensity of the lines 3,4,9,10,15 and 16 are dependent of angles 0, (f), a, 
P and y. The ratios of intensity of the lines 1,2,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,14,17 and 18 are found to be 
constant and these lines are independent of angles. The coherancy matrices, trace of matrices 
(intensities) and degree of polarization and ratios of intensity are shown in table 4.3 (a) and 
4.3 (b) for magnetic interaction and the mixture of magnetic and quadruple interactions 
respectively. 
Q/i^i^liten,-^ 
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( I I A P T I R - N 
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 
DISC I SSION AM)(ON( I I SK)N 
IN THE CASE OF ROTATED SYSTEM (CRYSTAL FIXED AXIS SYSTEM) 
In fig 1 (a), the graphs a and d, the ratios of intensity are maximum at 90" and 270° but 
zero at 0" and 360" and the graphs b, c and e have the ratios of intensit>- zero (there are no 
effect on ratios of intensity by angles ^, a, and y.) The ratios of intensity of graphs a, b, c, 
d, and e a r e a > d > b = c = e 
The fig 9(a) has the same property as the fig 1 (a) But the ratio of intensity at 180° shifts 
in the farward direction 
The fig 2 (a) the graphs b and c have the same ratios of intensity The maximum ratios 
of intensity at 180" and minimum at 15" and the ratio of intensity shifts at 15" in the farward 
direction Fig 3(a) and 14(a) have same ratios of intensity and maximum at 120° and 300" 
for a and d and for b & c are 200", the minimums are 30" for all and a & d for 210", the ratio 
of intensity is zero for the graph e, 3 (a) the ratio of intensity shifts at 30" and 14(a) shifts at 
330° in the farward direction. 
Fig 4(a), the ratios of intensity are zero at 45° for all and zero for d & a at 225" and also 
shifts 45° Fig. 5(a) the ratios of intensity for a and e are constant but increase the graphs b, 
c and d and the ratios of intensity shifts at 60° in the farward direction 
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Fig 6(a) and 12(a) have same ratios of intensity and the graphs a, b, c and d have the 
same ratios of intensity but the graph e has zero ratios of intensity the ratios of intensity shifts 
at 90° in the farward direction for fig 6(a) and 270" for fig 12 (a). 
Fig. 7(a) and 11(a) have maximum ratios of intensities for graphs b, d and e but the 
graphs a and e are constant as before. The ratios of intensity is shifts at 120° in the farward 
direction show in fig 7(a) and 240° in fig 11 (a). 
Fig. 13(a) the ratios of intensity are maximum f o r b > e > a > d > e there are no change 
in the graphs e and the ratios density shifts at 300° in the farward direction 
Fig 15(a) the ratios of intensity increase and decease of graphs a and d, a > d in maximum, 
but the graphs b,c and e are not change, they have shown zero ratios of intensity 
Similarly, the graphs a, b, e and d have shown the same properties as the graphs 1(b) to 
15(b) and the graphs 1 (c) to 15(c) as well as the graphs 1 (a) to 15(a). The ratios of intensity 
of the lines 9 & 10 are greater than the lines of 3&4, the ratios of intensity of Unes 15 and 16 
are greatest, shown in the graphs The hnes 3&4, or 9& 10, or 15& 16 have shown the same 
maximum and minimum positions 
The graph e always has zero ratios of intensity for all lines 3&4, 9&10 and 15&16. 
The ratios of intensity of lines l«fc2, 7&8, 13&14, 17&18, 11&12 and I5&16 are 
constant. These lines have shown the ratios of intensity in decreasing order respectively and 
they are independent of angles. 
The degree of polarization with angles is found tobe unity in both cases rotated system 
and unrotted systems as shown in figure and independent of the angles Thus the wave is 
complete polarized. 
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IN CASE OF CRYSTAL FIELD AXIS SYSTEM (UNROTATED SYSTEM) 
The ratios of intensity of the lines 3&4, 9& 10 and 15&16 change with angles 0 is. 
The graphs A, B and C show the lines 3&4,9& 10 and 15& 16 respectively. The ratios 
of intensity are maximum C>B> A at angles 90° and 270° and minimum at angles 0°, 180° and 
360°. The graphs show that the ratios of intensity are having two maxima and two minima. 
The ratios of intensity of lines 1&2, 7&8, 13&14 17&18 and 5&6 are found constant 
and maximum in comparision to others respectively. These lines have non zero ratios of 
intensity. 
From all these discussion it is concluded that in most of the cases the degree of polarization 
and ratios of intensity are very sensitive to the angles 0, <|), a, P and y and other parameters 
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APPI:M)I\ 
The matrix elements of D \ (a, B) for J=l is; 
(1 + Cos P) [Cos (a + y) - i Sin (a + y)] 
D',,.= 
Sin P (Cosy - i Siny) 
D' = 
0, 1 VT 
(1 -Cos p) [Cos (a -y) + i Sin (a -y)] 
DU.= 
(1 -Cosp)[Cos(-a + y) + iSin(-a + y)] 
D' 
Sin P (Cos y + i Sin y) 
D'o.-.= 
^ 
(1 + Cos p) [Cos (a + y) + i Sin (a + y)] 
D' 
-1,-1 
Sin P (Cos a - i Sin a) 
D V o = -
^ 
D> „= CosP 
D 
- 1 , 0 
Sin P (Cos a + i Sin a) 
